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The Soft Landings Framework was authored by Mark Way of the Darwin
Consultancy and Bill Bordass of the Usable Buildings Trust, with assistance
from Adrian Leaman of Building Use Studies and Roderic Bunn of 
BSRIA. This 2014 edition includes minor amendments over the version
published in 2009, notably a revised Table 1 to match the version in 
BG 45/2014 How to Procure Soft Landings and align with the guidance in 
BG 6/2014 Design Framework for Building Services. The Soft Landings 
Stage 2: Design worksheet, written for BG 45/2014, is also now included.  

Development of the Soft Landings Framework was led by an industry Task
Group convened by BSRIA and comprising the following organisations:
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Located on a rural site on the edge of Bath, the headquarters for Wessex Water was
designed to meet the company’s long-term business plan. This placed sustainability at the
centre of the company’s operations. As a consequence, the project not only considered
environmental issues but also a wide range of social and economic factors, such as staff
interaction within the office, the relationship with neighbours, and the ability of the
building to adapt to future change.

Throughout the project the client ensured that the end users were consulted to inform the
brief and to respond to design development. Key members of the client’s team included
representatives of the facilities management and IT departments, all of whom engaged in
debate and discussion on how to extract the best from the new building. This covered not
only the initial period of occupation but also the flexibility required to accommodate future
needs. Drilling down into all such operational issues ensured that there was a thorough
understanding of how the building was intended to work. Incoming staff were advised of
the operating principles and details of their new workspace.

The three year post-occupancy evaluation was conducted jointly by the client, design,
construction and maintenance team.
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Introduction

Why bother with Soft Landings?

0ERHAPS�IT�WAS�THE������BICENTENARY�OF�#HARLES�$ARWIN�S�BIRTH��RATHER�THAN�THE
RECESSION��THAT�PROMPTED�THOUGHTS�ABOUT�EVOLUTION�AND�SURVIVAL�OF�THE�FITTEST�
BUT�IT�STRUCK�ME�THAT�HIS�OBSERVATIONS�COULD�EQUALLY�APPLY�TO�BUILDINGS�

!S�AN�INDUSTRY��WE�HAVE�OFTEN�SEEMED�INCAPABLE�OF�LEARNING�ABOUT�THE
PERFORMANCE�OF�OUR�OWN�CREATIONS��WITH�THE�INEVITABLE�RESULT�THAT�BUILDINGS
REGULARLY�FAIL�TO�MEET�THEIR�OWNERS��OPERATIONAL�EXPECTATIONS�OR��WORSE��ARE
DEMOLISHED�LESS�THAN�A�GENERATION�AFTER�THEIR�COMPLETION��&OR�THOSE�OUTSIDE�THE
INDUSTRY�THE�IDEA�OF�CONTINUAL�IMPROVEMENT��PLOUGHING�BACK�THE�LESSONS�FROM
ONE�COMPLETED�PROJECT�TO�THE�NEXT��MUST�BE�OBVIOUS�BUT��WITH�FEW�EXCEPTIONS�
THIS�IS�RARELY�DONE�BY�AN�INDUSTRY�TOO�OBSESSED�BY�CAPITAL�COST���3HORTCOMINGS�IN
BASIC�REQUIREMENTS�SUCH�AS�COMFORT��ENERGY�CONSUMPTION�AND�ADAPTABILITY�ARE
NOT�ONLY�IRRITATING�AND�COSTLY�IN�THEIR�OWN�RIGHT��BUT�ALSO�UNDERMINE�ATTEMPTS
TO�ACHIEVE�HIGH�LEVELS�OF�SUSTAINABILITY��

4HERE�ARE�REASONS�FOR�OPTIMISM��4HE�NEED�FOR�LOWERCARBON�BUILDINGS�IS�RAPIDLY
ESTABLISHING�A�CULTURE�FOR�MEASUREMENT�OF�ENERGY�THAT�IS�A�STONE�S�THROW�FROM
GREATER�KNOWLEDGE�ABOUT�PERFORMANCE�IN�GENERAL��3YSTEMATIC��POSTOCCUPANCY
EVALUATION�IS�WIDELY�RECOGNISED�TO�BE�A�HUGELY�IMPORTANT�STEP�IN�THE�RIGHT
DIRECTION��BUT�IT�NEEDS�TO�BE�LINKED�TO�A�RATIONAL�METHODOLOGY�FOR�ASSESSING�THE
BRIEFING��DESIGN�AND�COMMISSIONING�STAGES��4HIS�IS�WHERE�3OFT�,ANDINGS�COMES
INTO�ITS�OWN��CLOSING�THE�LOOP�BETWEEN�DESIGN��CONSTRUCTION��OPERATION��FEEDBACK
AND�INTO�DESIGN�AGAIN��!S�THE�TITLE�SUGGESTS��THE�RAISOND�ÐTRE�OF�3OFT�,ANDINGS�IS
TO�PROVIDE�BETTER�BUILDINGS�AND�A�MORE�EFFECTIVE�SERVICE�TO�THE�CLIENT��0ARTICULAR
THANKS�ARE�DUE�TO�-ICHAEL�$ICKSON�FOR�ENCOURAGING�ITS�DEVELOPMENT�AND�TO
"URO�(APPOLD�FOR�ITS�FINANCIAL�SUPPORT�

)T�BECAME�CLEAR�TO�ME�DURING�THE�LAST�MAJOR�RECESSION�IN�THE�EARLY�����S�THAT
OCCUPIERS�WHO�HAD�A�CHOICE�DUE�TO�THE�ABUNDANCE�OF�SURPLUS�PROPERTY�WOULD
ALWAYS�GO�FOR�THE�BUILDING�THAT�WAS�WELL�CONSIDERED�AND�HIGHLY�FUNCTIONAL��4HE
CURRENT�RECESSION�IS�FOLLOWING�A�SIMILAR�PATTERN��SO�SURELY�THE�SUBTEXT�FOR�THE
INDUSTRY�SHOULD�BE�TO�EMBRACE�THE�KNOWLEDGE�GAINED�FROM�PERFORMANCE
ASSESSMENT�AND�TURN�IT�INTO�COMPETITIVE�ADVANTAGE��/NLY�THE�BEST�BUILDINGS�WILL
SURVIVE�IN�THE�LONG�TERM��

2AB�"ENNETTS��"ENNETTS�!SSOCIATES��*UNE�����
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Soft Landings was being developed with the support of the Director of Estates at the
University of Cambridge while the Centre for Mathematical Sciences was being
constructed. The phased development of the Centre and a ‘no blame’ attitude adopted by
the client permitted a continual assessment of the emerging design in actual physical
performance and user expectation. 

Following completion of the first phase, a post-occupancy evaluation was carried out to
measure the building performance of the recently occupied buildings. As part of this study
an occupant survey and a full building pressure test was also conducted. Many of the
results were incorporated into design changes for the subsequent building phases. 

The final appraisal revealed that the occupants and the University viewed the project as a
great success. 
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!S�AN�ARCHITECT�)�USED�TO�DESIGN�BUILDINGS��GET�THEM�BUILT��HAND�THEM�OVER��AND
THEN�MOVE�ON�TO�THE�NEXT�JOB��4HIS�WAS�RARELY�THE�END�OF�THE�MATTER��)�HAD�TO
RESPOND�TO�THINGS�THAT�CAME�UP�DURING�THE�DEFECTS�LIABILITY�PERIOD��AND�HELP
WITH�THE�FINAL�ACCOUNT�n ROUTINE�PROCEDURES�THAT�HAD�TO�BE�FOLLOWED��!LONG�WITH
MOST�OF�MY�FELLOW�PROFESSIONALS��MY�POSTHANDOVER�CONNECTION�WITH�THE
BUILDING�IN�USE�WAS�LARGELY�REACTIVE��(OWEVER��)�FELT�THAT�THE�ACCUMULATION�OF
EXPERIENCE�COULD�BE�PUT�TO�BETTER�USE�IF�ONE�COULD�HEAD�OFF�ISSUES�BEFORE�THEY
HAPPENED��4HIS�MEANT�KNOWING�MORE�ABOUT�THE�BUILDING�IN�USE��

)N�THE�LATE�����S��AS�A�PROJECT�DIRECTOR��)�FOUND�MYSELF�REGULARLY�CALLING�IN�TO
CHECK�PROGRESS�WITH�THE�CLIENT�AT�THE�TAIL�END�OF�A�PARTICULARLY�LEADINGEDGE
BUILDING�2-*-�HAD�DESIGNED�FOR�A�MAJOR�PHARMACEUTICAL�COMPANY��-Y�TEAM
HAD�PUT�A�LOT�OF�BRAINPOWER�INTO�THE�PROJECT�AND�IT�WOULD�BE�A�PITY�IF�THIS�WAS
UNDERMINED�BY�THE�USUAL�POSTHANDOVER�MINOR�GLITCHES�THAT�COULD�EASILY�BE
ALLOWED�TO�MUTATE�INTO�CHRONIC�PROBLEMS��4HIS�HAPPENED�TO�COINCIDE�WITH�A
PROLONGED�USER�OCCUPATION�PROGRAMME�AND�OFFERED�A�GOLDEN�OPPORTUNITY�TO�BE
AROUND�WHILE�STAFF�WERE�BEGINNING�TO�WORK�THERE��)�BORROWED�A�TYPICAL�OFFICE�AS
A�BASE�AND�USED�ITS�FACILITIES�JUST�LIKE�ANY�MEMBER�OF�STAFF��WHILE�OBSERVING�THE
BUILDING�IN�USE�AND�THE�OCCUPANTS�AT�WORK�

4HIS�SHORT�PERIOD�IN�RESIDENCE�WAS�A�TRANSFORMING�EXPERIENCE��PROVIDING�MAJOR
INSIGHTS�THAT�)�HAD�SUSPECTED��BUT�NOT�EXPERIENCED�IN�THIRTY�YEARS�OF�PROFESSIONAL
PRACTICE��)�SAW�PEOPLE�NOT�UNDERSTANDING�HOW�THINGS�WERE�SUPPOSED�TO�WORK�
SUCH�AS�THE�"-3LINKED�SOLAR�BLINDS��AND�WAS�ABLE�TO�EXPLAIN�THE�DESIGN�INTENT
TO�THEM��)�COULD�OFTEN�SPOT�THINGS�NOT�WORKING�PROPERLY�BEFORE�THE�USERS�DID�
SUCH�AS�OVERZEALOUS�PRESENCEDETECTED�LIGHTING��HEADOFF�POTENTIAL�PROBLEMS�
AND�ORGANISE�FOLLOWUP��)�LEARNT�ABOUT�THINGS�THAT�WERE�GOOD�BUT�WHICH�USERS
DIDN�T�UNDERSTAND��)�FOUND�WELLINTENDED�DESIGN�FEATURES�THAT�FELL�AT�THE�FIRST
FENCE�WHEN�USED�BY�NONARCHITECTS��IN�OTHER�WORDS�THE�AVERAGE�BUILDING�USER�

)N�A�SUBSEQUENT�PROJECT�AT�#AMBRIDGE�5NIVERSITY��$AVID�!DAMSON��THE�$IRECTOR
OF�%STATES��ASKED�ME�TO�GIVE�ONE�OF�A�SERIES�OF�LECTURES��)T�WAS�AROUND�THE�TIME
OF�THE�LAST�FINANCIAL�CRISIS�AND�THERE�WAS�MUCH�TALK�OF�HARD�OR�SOFT�LANDING�OF
THE�GLOBAL�ECONOMY��WHERE�CLEARLY�LESSONS�ARE�NOT�LEARNT	��)�PICKED�UP�THE
THEME�IN�MY�TALK��AND�3OFT�,ANDINGS�FOR�BUILDINGS�WAS�BORN�

The Soft Landings research
$AVID�!DAMSON�THEN�WONDERED�WHETHER�THE�APPROACH�MIGHT�BECOME�MORE�OF�A
STANDARD�PROCEDURE��WHICH�RESULTED�IN�THE�NEXT�STAGE�OF�DEVELOPMENT��3UPPORTED
BY�THE�5NIVERSITY�%STATES�$EPARTMENT�)�LED�A�PROJECT�GUIDED�BY�A�PANEL�OF
DESIGNERS��PROJECT�MANAGERS�AND�CLIENT�REPRESENTATIVES�THAT�INVESTIGATED�WHAT
MIGHT�NEED�TO�BE�DONE��)N�TIME��WE�WERE�JOINED�BY�"ILL�"ORDASS�OF�THE�5SABLE
"UILDINGS�4RUST��5"4	��AND�THE�TEAM�DREW�ON�A�RATHER�SIMILAR�IDEA�KNOWN�AS
3EA�4RIALS��TOGETHER�WITH�OTHER�RECOMMENDATIONS�FROM�THE�02/"%�SERIES�OF
POSTOCCUPANCY�SURVEYS�

)N������WE�PRODUCED�PRELIMINARY�DOCUMENTATION��IN�THE�FORM�OF�A�SCOPE�OF
SERVICE�DOCUMENT�SET�FOR�3OFT�,ANDINGS���3INCE�THEN��TEAM�MEMBERS�AND�OTHERS
HAVE�BEEN�APPLYING�PARTS�OF�THE�SERVICE�IN�SOME�OF�THEIR�PROJECTS��4HE�RESULTS
HAVE�BEEN�INSIGHTFUL��BUT�MOSTLY�RESTRICTED�TO�THE�FIRMS�THAT�WERE�MEMBERS�OF
THE�ORIGINAL�DEVELOPMENT�TEAM��AND�THOSE�IN�CLOSE�TOUCH�WITH�THEM��

The birth of Soft Landings

1THE WORKSHEETS IN THE APPENDIX ARE FROM THIS SOURCE, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE DESIGN WORKSHEET
2 THE AWARENESS�RAISING DOCUMENTS ON SOFT LANDINGS, PUBLISHED IN 2008 BY BSRIA AND THE USABLE
BUILDINGS TRUST, INCLUDE EXAMPLES FROM TWO AWARD�WINNING BUILDINGS: THE MATHEMATICS FACULTY AT
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY, AND HEELIS, THE NATIONAL TRUST'S HEAD OFFICE IN SWINDON.
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7HEN�WE�BEGAN��SOME�EXPECTED�US�TO�COME�UP�WITH�A�COMPLETELY�NEW
PROCUREMENT�PROCESS��4HE�DIFFICULTY�OF�THIS�SOON�BECAME�APPARENT�AS�A�WIDE
RANGE�OF�CONTRACTS�AND�PROCESSES�ARE�ALREADY�DEEPLY�EMBEDDED�WITH�STANDARD
FORMS��AGREED�PROCEDURES�AND�SO�ON��3O��AT�BEST��3OFT�,ANDINGS�WAS�LIKELY�TO�BE
REGARDED�AS�YET�ANOTHER�PROCESS�AMONG�MANY��)NSTEAD��WE�SAW�IT�AS�A�GOLDEN
THREAD�WHICH�COULD�RUN�ALONGSIDE�ANY�PROCUREMENT�PROCESS��IMPROVING�THE
SETTING�OF�DESIGN�TARGETS��THE�MANAGING�OF�EXPECTATIONS�WITH�A�FOCUS�ON
OUTCOMES��REINFORCING�ACTIVITIES�IN�THE�WEEKS�IMMEDIATELY�BEFORE�AND�AFTER
HANDOVER��AND�PROVIDING�A�NATURAL�ROUTE�FOR�FEEDBACK�AND�POSTOCCUPANCY
EVALUATION�

3OME�WERE�KEEN�TO�EXPLORE�WHETHER�FINANCIAL�PENALTIES�COULD�BE�ATTACHED�TO
THE�ATTAINMENT�OF�AGREED�PERFORMANCE�TARGETS��!FTER�CONSIDERING�THIS�IN�SOME
DEPTH��WE�RECOMMENDED�AGAINST�IT��OWING�TO�THE�EXPENSE�OF�SETTINGUP�A
LEGALLYDEFENSIBLE�SYSTEM��UNCERTAINTIES�ABOUT�METRICS��THE�DIFFICULTIES�IN�DIVIDING
ANY�RESPONSIBILITY�FOR�OUTCOMES�BETWEEN�ALL�THE�PARTIES�CONCERNED��NOT�LEAST�THE
OCCUPIERS�AND�FACILITIES�MANAGERS	��AND�THE�FACT�THAT�THE�INDUSTRY�IS��AS�YET	
LARGELY�UNFAMILIAR�WITH�THE�TRUE�INUSE�PERFORMANCE�OF�THE�BUILDINGS�IT
PRODUCES��)NSTEAD��WE�FELT�THAT�3OFT�,ANDINGS�NEEDED�TO�BE�UNDERTAKEN�IN�A
SPIRIT�OF�LEARNING�AND�CONTINUOUS�IMPROVEMENT��OR�POSSIBLY�WITH�A�FINANCIAL
INCENTIVE�WHICH�WOULD�BE�EASIER�TO�ORGANISE�AND�TO�SHARE�OUT�THAN�A�PENALTY�
!FTER�A�FEW�YEARS��DESIGNERS�AND�BUILDERS�MAY�HAVE�BECOME�SUFFICIENTLY
CONFIDENT�TO�BE�ABLE�TO�OFFER�GUARANTEED�PERFORMANCE��"UT�TO�START�WITH��WE
NEED�TO�LEARN�IN�A�NOBLAME�SITUATION��OTHERWISE�ONEROUS�REQUIREMENTS�MAY
ACTUALLY�STIFLE�THE�PURPOSEFUL�INNOVATION�THAT�WE�NEED�TO�PRODUCE�BETTER
BUILDINGS�WITH�FAR�FEWER�ENVIRONMENTAL�CONSEQUENCES�

Next steps
7ITH�THE�CHALLENGES�OF�MORE�SUSTAINABLE�BUILDINGS�NOW�HARD�UPON�US��THERE�HAS
BEEN�INCREASING�INTEREST�IN�SCALINGUP�3OFT�,ANDINGS��)N�RESPONSE�TO�THIS��"32)!
OFFERED�SUPPORT�TO�ME�AND�THE�5SABLE�"UILDINGS�4RUST�TO�HELP�WIDEN�THE�SCOPE
AND�KNOWLEDGE�OF�3OFT�,ANDINGS�BY�CONVENING�AN�INDUSTRY�GROUP�AND�HELPING
TO�PREPARE�A�PUBLICATION�AND�AN�IMPLEMENTATION�PLAN��4HIS�&RAMEWORK IS�THE�FRUIT
OF�THESE�EFFORTS�AND�SETS�THE�OVERALL�SCENE��$ETAILED�DEVELOPMENT�WILL�BE�TAILORED
TO�THE�NEEDS�OF�SPECIFIC�CONTEXTS�

4HE�WORLD�IS�BECOMING�AWARE�OF�THE�NEED�TO�REDUCE�BUILDING�ENERGY�USE�AND
CARBON�EMISSIONS��4HERE�IS�ALSO�GROWING�INTEREST�IN�POSTOCCUPANCY�EVALUATION
�0/%	��,ESS�WELLAPPRECIATED�IS�THE�FUNDAMENTAL�IMPORTANCE�OF�INTEGRATED
FEEDBACK��AND�THE�FEEDFORWARD�OF�LESSONS�LEARNED�INTO�THE�CONSTRUCTION�AND
HANDOVER�PERIODS��4HESE�ACTIONS�ARE�CENTRAL�TO�ENSURING�THAT�SUSTAINABLE
STRATEGIES�WORK�IN�PRACTICE�

)�HOPE�THAT�THIS�FRAMEWORK�FOR�3OFT�,ANDINGS�WILL�INTEREST�AND�INSPIRE�CLIENTS�
DESIGNERS��BUILDERS��OCCUPIERS�AND�MANAGERS�AROUND�THE�WORLD��AND�WILL�BE�OF
IMMEDIATE�PRACTICAL�UTILITY�TO�THOSE�WHO�WANT�TO�MAKE�BUILDING�DESIGN�AND
CONSTRUCTION�MORE�PERFORMANCEDRIVEN��)T�SHOULD�HELP�TO�NARROW�THE�CREDIBILITY
GAPS�THAT�OFTEN�YAWN�BETWEEN�EXPECTATIONS�AND�OUTCOMES��)N�THE�LONGER�TERM��)
HOPE�THAT�MORE�DETAILED�DOCUMENTATION�AND�SERVICES�WILL�EVOLVE�TO�SUPPORT�THE
APPLICATION�OF�3OFT�,ANDINGS�PRINCIPLES�IN�A�WIDENING�RANGE�OF�PROCUREMENT
PROCESSES�BY�DIFFERENT�PEOPLE��IN�DIFFERENT�SECTORS��AND�IN�DIFFERENT�COUNTRIES��

-ARK�7AY��*UNE������



4HERE�IS�A�GROWING�REALISATION�THAT�SUSTAINABILITY��ENERGY�EFFICIENCY�AND�THE
OVERALL�PERFORMANCE�OF�NEW�AND�EXISTING�BUILDINGS�NEEDS�TO�IMPROVE�RADICALLY�
#LIENTS��GOVERNMENTS��AND�SOCIETY�ARE�LOOKING�TO�THE�CONSTRUCTION�INDUSTRY�TO
MEET�INCREASINGLY�CHALLENGING�TARGETS��FOR�OWNERS�AS�ROBUST�SUSTAINABLE
INVESTMENTS��TO�SATISFY�OCCUPIERS��AND�TO�TREAD�LIGHTLY�ON�THE�ENVIRONMENT�

5NFORTUNATELY��THE�CONSTRUCTION�INDUSTRY�AND�ITS�CLIENTS�DO�NOT�YET�HAVE�THE
RIGHT�STRUCTURES�IN�PLACE�TO�DELIVER�THESE�IMPROVEMENTS�RELIABLY��3URVEYS�OF
RECENTLY�COMPLETED�BUILDINGS�REGULARLY�REVEAL�MASSIVE�GAPS�BETWEEN�CLIENT�AND
DESIGN�EXPECTATIONS�AND�DELIVERED�PERFORMANCE��ESPECIALLY�ENERGY�PERFORMANCE��

4HERE�ARE�MANY�REASONS�FOR�THIS��INCLUDING�

3h-ANY�DESIGNERS�DO�NOT�TAKE�SUFFICIENT�ACCOUNT�OF�HOW�OCCUPIERS�USE�AND
MANAGE�BUILDINGS�AND�THE�EQUIPMENT�THEY�INTRODUCE���

3h!CHIEVED�PERFORMANCE�IS�BECOMING�INCREASINGLY�DEPENDENT�ON�TECHNOLOGY�
WHICH�OFTEN�NEEDS�CAREFUL�ATTENTION�IF�IT�IS�TO�WORK�AS�INTENDED��0REHANDOVER
COMMISSIONING�IS�SELDOM�ENOUGH��

3h3OLUTIONS�THAT�LOOK�GOOD�IN�DESIGN�CALCULATIONS�CAN�OFTEN�PROVE�TO�BE�TOO
COMPLICATED�TO�BE�MANAGEABLE��BOTH�THROUGH�THE�DESIGN�AND�DELIVERY�PROCESS
AND�PARTICULARLY�IN�USE��$ESIGNERS�CAN�EASILY�FORGET�THAT�MANAGEMENT�IS�A�SCARCE
RESOURCE��AS�CAN�THOSE�PROCURING�CLIENTS�WHO�DO�NOT�HAVE�A�DIRECT�INVOLVEMENT
IN�BUILDING�OPERATION�

!N�UNDERLYING�PROBLEM�IS�THAT�DESIGNERS�AND�BUILDERS�ARE�NORMALLY�EMPLOYED�TO
PRODUCE�OR�TO�ALTER�BUILDINGS��AND�ARE�EXPECTED�TO�GO�AWAY�AS�SOON�AS�THE�WORK
IS�PHYSICALLY�COMPLETE�AND�HANDED�OVER��4HEY�ARE�SELDOM�ASKED�OR�PAID�TO
FOLLOWTHROUGH�AFTERWARDS��TO�PASS�ON�THEIR�KNOWLEDGE�TO�OCCUPIERS�AND
MANAGEMENT��OR�TO�LEARN�FROM�THE�INTERACTION��#ONSEQUENTLY��THE�INDUSTRY�DOES
NOT�UNLOCK�ALL�THE�VALUE�IN�THE�BUILDINGS�IT�CREATES��.OR�DOES�IT�FULLY�UNDERSTAND
WHAT�IT�IS�CREATING��WHAT�WORKS�WELL��AND�WHAT�NEEDS�TO�BE�IMPROVED�

)N�THE�PROCESS��THE�INDUSTRY�IS�ALSO�MISSING�OPPORTUNITIES�FOR�IMPROVING�THE
KNOWLEDGE�BASE�FOR�ITS�PEOPLE��ITS�ORGANISATIONS��AND�INDEED�FOR�EVERYBODY��/NE
MIGHT�BE�TEMPTED�TO�BLAME�THE�INDUSTRY�FOR�THIS��BUT�THE�CAUSES�ARE�MORE
DEEPLY�ROOTED��MAKING�IT�DIFFICULT�FOR�ANYBODY�TO�STEP�FAR�OUT�OF�LINE�

4HE�RIGID�SEPARATION�BETWEEN�CONSTRUCTION�AND�OPERATION�MEANS�THAT�MANY
BUILDINGS�ARE�HANDED�OVER�IN�A�STATE�OF�POOR�OPERATIONAL�READINESS�AND�SUFFER�A
HARD�LANDING��PARTICULARLY�n AS�OFTEN�HAPPENS�n WHEN�DELAYS�HAVE�LED�TO�THE
TELESCOPING�OF�THE�COMMISSIONING�PERIOD��0ROBLEMS�CAN�BE�WORST�WHERE
COMPLICATED�OR�UNFAMILIAR�TECHNIQUES�AND�TECHNOLOGIES�ARE�USED�AND�NOBODY
CAN�UNDERSTAND�WHY��OR�WHAT�THEY�NEED�TO�DO��)F�THE�PROBLEMS�ARE�NOT�DEALT
WITH�RAPIDLY��OCCUPANTSg�INITIAL�ENTHUSIASM�CAN�EASILY�TURN�INTO�DISAPPOINTMENT�

Background to Soft Landings

The UBT's studies of buildings in use suggest that
they fall into four main groups.

TYPE A: These are complicated, require lots of
management to look after the complication, and
get it. They can work well, but tend to be
expensive to run and fragile, as their
performance can collapse in bad times.

TYPE B: These are less complicated, require less
effort to run, and are more robust. We need
many more of these, particularly in the public
sector, as high maintenance is ultimately
unaffordable and unsustainable.

TYPE C: This is unfortunately where all too many
buildings that aspire to be Type A end up. They
are too complicated, need too much money and
management to look after, and end up
delivering poor value.

TYPE D: These buildings receive more care and
attention than they deserve. They are procured,
designed, built, operated and often occupied by
dedicated enthusiasts. They can achieve
excellent performance� and sometimes they are
demonstration projects �  but they are not
necessarily replicable in the real world.

As a general rule, beware Type A, try to do more
of Type B, avoid Type C, and question Type D.

Designing for manageability
A note by the Usable Buildings Trust (UBT)

1 FOR EXAMPLE, DESIGN ENERGY ESTIMATES OFTEN ONLY REPORT THE ENERGY REQUIREMENTS OF THE LOADS
SUBJECT TO BUILDING REGULATIONS, AND EVEN THEN OPTIMISTICALLY. THE UNREGULATED AND OCCUPIER LOADS
FREQUENTLY GO UNREPORTED.

10 the SOFT LANDINGS FRAMEWORK
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Doing things differently
4O�MEET�THESE�CHANGING�EXPECTATIONS��AND�TO�REDUCE�THE�GAPS�BETWEEN�PREDICTED
AND�ACHIEVED�PERFORMANCE��THE�DESIGN�AND�CONSTRUCTION�PROFESSIONS�MUST�NOT
ONLY�FOCUS�ON�TECHNICAL�INPUTS��BUT�PUT�MUCH�MORE�EMPHASIS�ON�INUSE
PERFORMANCE�STRATEGIES��4HE�DESIRED�OPERATIONAL�OUTCOMES�NEED�TO�BE�CONSIDERED
AT�THE�VERY�EARLIEST�STAGES�OF�PROCUREMENT��MANAGED�RIGHT�THROUGH�THE�PROJECT
AND�REVIEWED�IN�USE��

4HIS�CULTURE�SHIFT�IN�THE�WAY�BUILDINGS�ARE�DELIVERED�WILL�REQUIRE�

3h"ETTER�AND�MORE�DIRECT�UNDERSTANDING�OF�HOW�BUILDINGS�ARE�ACTUALLY�USED�AND
MANAGED

3h)NTEGRATION�OF�FOLLOWTHROUGH�AND�FEEDBACK�INTO�CLIENTS��APPOINTMENTS�AND
INDUSTRY�PROCUREMENT�PROCESSES

3h"ETTER�REVIEW�AND�REALITYCHECKING�AND�FINETUNING�DURING�THE�PROCUREMENT
PROCESS

3h#LOSER�LINKS�BETWEEN�DESIGN��CONSTRUCTION��OPERATION��RESEARCH�AND
DEVELOPMENT��SO�THAT�EXPERIENCE�GAINED�ON�ALL�PROJECTS�IS�RAPIDLY�INTERNALISED�
DIGESTED�AND�FEDFORWARD�TO�INFORM�EXISTING�PROJECTS�AND�FUTURE�WORK��

4HE�INDUSTRY�AND�ITS�CLIENTS�MUST�MOVE�FAST��ESPECIALLY�TO�REDUCE�GREENHOUSE�GAS
EMISSIONS��WHICH�OTHERWISE�THREATEN�TO�TRIGGER�RAPID�CLIMATE�CHANGE��4HE
CHALLENGE�IS�IMMENSE�AND�TIME�IS�SHORT��BUILDINGS�LAST�A�LONG�TIME��BUT�THE
INDUSTRY�CHANGES�SLOWLY��4HE�REQUIRED�ALTERATIONS�ARE�RADICAL��BUT�WE�NEED�WAYS
OF�MAKING�AN�ORDERLY�TRANSITION�FROM�EXISTING�PROCEDURES�TO�IMPROVED
PROCEDURES�

The purpose of Soft Landings
3OFT�,ANDINGS�CAN�BE�USED�FOR�NEW�CONSTRUCTION��REFURBISHMENT�AND�ALTERATION��)T
IS�DESIGNED�TO�SMOOTH�THE�TRANSITION�INTO�USE�AND�TO�ADDRESS�PROBLEMS�THAT�POST
OCCUPANCY�EVALUATIONS��0/%	�SHOW�TO�BE�WIDESPREAD��)T�IS�NOT�JUST�ABOUT�BETTER
COMMISSIONING�AND�FINE�TUNING��THOUGH�FOR�MANY�BUILDINGS�COMMISSIONING�CAN
ONLY�BE�COMPLETED�PROPERLY�ONCE�THE�BUILDING�HAS�ENCOUNTERED�THE�FULL�RANGE�OF
WEATHER�AND�OPERATING�CONDITIONS��

3OFT�,ANDINGS�STARTS�BY�RAISING�AWARENESS�OF�PERFORMANCE�IN�USE�IN�THE�EARLY
STAGES�OF�BRIEFING�AND�FEASIBILITY��HELPS�TO�SET�REALISTIC�TARGETS��AND�ASSIGNS
RESPONSIBILITIES��)T�THEN�ASSISTS�THE�MANAGEMENT�OF�EXPECTATIONS�THROUGH�DESIGN�
CONSTRUCTION�AND�COMMISSIONING��AND�INTO�INITIAL�OPERATION��WITH�PARTICULAR
ATTENTION�TO�DETAIL�IN�THE�WEEKS�IMMEDIATELY�BEFORE�AND�AFTER�HANDOVER�
%XTENDED�AFTERCARE��WITH�MONITORING��PERFORMANCE�REVIEWS�AND�FEEDBACK�HELPS
OCCUPANTS�TO�MAKE�BETTER�USE�OF�THEIR�BUILDINGS��WHILE�CLIENTS��DESIGNERS��BUILDERS
AND�MANAGERS�GAIN�A�BETTER�UNDERSTANDING�OF�WHAT�TO�DO�NEXT�TIME�3OFT
,ANDINGS�CAN�RUN�ALONGSIDE�ANY�PROCUREMENT�PROCESS��POTENTIALLY�IN�ANY�COUNTRY�
)T�ALSO�PROVIDES�A�NATURAL�ROUTE�FOR�0/%�AND�FEEDBACK�

3OFT�,ANDINGS�PROVIDES�ADDITIONAL�SUPPORT�THROUGHOUT�THE�PROCESS��ESPECIALLY�

3h$URING�INCEPTION�AND�BRIEFING��TO�ESTABLISH�CLIENT�AND�DESIGN�TARGETS�WHICH�ARE
BETTERINFORMED�BY�PERFORMANCE�OUTCOMES�IN�USE�ON�PREVIOUS�PROJECTS��)T�ALSO
COMMITS�THOSE�JOINING�THE�DESIGN�AND�BUILDING�TEAM�TO�FOLLOWTHROUGH�AFTER
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HANDOVER�AND�FOR�PROJECT�MANAGEMENT�TO�BEGIN�TO�ALLOCATE�RESPONSIBILITIES�FOR
ONGOING�REVIEWS�OF�DESIGN�INTENT�AND�ANTICIPATED�PERFORMANCE��AND�TO�PREPARE
FOR�THE�OTHER�ACTIVITIES�REQUIRED�

3h!LONGSIDE�THE�DESIGN�AND�CONSTRUCTION�PROCESS��TO�REVIEW�PERFORMANCE
EXPECTATIONS�AS�THE�CLIENT�S�REQUIREMENTS��DESIGN�SOLUTIONS��AND�MANAGEMENT�AND
USER�NEEDS�BECOME�MORE�CONCRETE�AND�THE�INEVITABLE�CHANGES�ARE�MADE��)N
ADDITION�THE�TEAM�MUST�PLAN�FOR�COMMISSIONING��HANDOVER�AND�AFTERCARE��AND
INVOLVE�THE�OCCUPIER�MUCH�MORE�CLOSELY�IN�DECISIONS�WHICH�AFFECT�OPERATION�AND
MANAGEMENT�

3h)N�THE�WEEKS�BEFORE�AND�AFTER�HANDOVER��!LTHOUGH�PRACTICAL�COMPLETION�IS
IMPORTANT�LEGALLY�AND�CONTRACTUALLY��WITH�3OFT�,ANDINGS�HANDOVER�IS�NO�LONGER
THE�END�OF�THE�JOB��BUT�JUST�AN�EVENT�IN�THE�MIDDLE�OF�A�MORE�EXTENDED
COMPLETION�STAGE��"EFORE�HANDOVER��THE�TEAM�PREPARES�TO�DELIVER�THE�BUILDING
AND�ITS�SYSTEMS�IN�A�BETTER�STATE�OF�OPERATIONAL�READINESS��7HEN�THE�OCCUPANTS
BEGIN�TO�MOVE�IN��THE�AFTERCARE�TEAM��OR�TEAM�MEMBER	�WILL�HAVE�A�DESIGNATED
WORKPLACE�IN�THE�BUILDING�AND�BE�AVAILABLE�AT�KNOWN�TIMES�TO�EXPLAIN�DESIGN
INTENT��ANSWER�QUESTIONS��AND�TO�UNDERTAKE�OR�ORGANISE�ANY�NECESSARY
TROUBLESHOOTING�AND�FINETUNING��"OTH�BEFORE�AND�AFTER�HANDOVER��THE�DESIGN�AND
BUILDING�TEAM�WILL�WORK�CLOSELY�WITH�CLIENT��OCCUPIERS��AND�FACILITIES�MANAGERS
TO�SHARE�EXPERIENCES�AND�SMOOTH�THE�TRANSITION�INTO�USE��

3h$URING�THE�FIRST�THREE�YEARS�OF�OCCUPANCY��TO�MONITOR�PERFORMANCE��TO�HELP�TO
DEAL�WITH�ANY�PROBLEMS�AND�QUERIES��TO�INCORPORATE�INDEPENDENT�POST
OCCUPANCY�SURVEYS��SUCH�AS�OCCUPANT�SATISFACTION��TECHNICAL�AND�ENERGY
PERFORMANCE	��AND�TO�DISCUSS��ACT�UPON�AND�LEARN�FROM�THE�OUTCOMES�
!CHIEVEMENTS�AND�LESSONS�SHOULD�THEN�BE�CARRIED�BACK�TO�INFORM�THE�INDUSTRY
AND�ITS�CLIENTS��
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Introduction to the Soft Landings process

Why use Soft Landings?
3OFT�,ANDINGS�HELPS�CLIENTS�AND�OCCUPIERS�TO�GET�THE�BEST�OUT�OF�THEIR�NEW�OR
ALTERED�BUILDINGS��)T�IS�DESIGNED�TO�REDUCE�THE�TENSIONS�AND�FRUSTRATIONS�THAT�SO
OFTEN�OCCUR�DURING�INITIAL�OCCUPANCY��AND�WHICH�CAN�EASILY�LEAVE�RESIDUAL
PROBLEMS�THAT�PERSIST�INDEFINITELY��!T�ITS�CORE�IS�A�GREATER�INVOLVEMENT�OF
DESIGNERS�AND�CONSTRUCTORS�WITH�BUILDING�USERS�AND�OPERATORS�BEFORE��DURING�AND
AFTER�HANDOVER�OF�BUILDING�WORK��WITH�AN�EMPHASIS�ON�IMPROVING�OPERATIONAL
READINESS�AND�PERFORMANCE�IN�USE��

3OFT�,ANDINGS�IS�NOT�JUST�A�HANDOVER�PROTOCOL��)T�ALSO�PROVIDES�THE�GOLDEN�THREAD
WHICH�LINKS�BETWEEN�

3h4HE�PROCUREMENT�PROCESS��SETTING�AND�MAINTAINING�CLIENT�AND�DESIGN
ASPIRATIONS�THAT�ARE�BOTH�AMBITIOUS�AND�REALISTIC��AND�MANAGING�THEM�THROUGH
THE�WHOLE�PROCUREMENT�PROCESS�AND�INTO�USE

3h)NITIAL�OCCUPATION��PROVIDING�SUPPORT��DETECTING�PROBLEMS��AND�UNDERTAKING
FINETUNING��AND

3h,ONGERTERM�MONITORING��REVIEW��POSTOCCUPANCY�EVALUATION��0/%	�AND
FEEDBACK�n DRAWING�IMPORTANT�ACTIVITIES�INTO�THE�DESIGN�AND�CONSTRUCTION
PROCESS�WHICH�ARE�BOTH�RARE�IN�THEMSELVES�AND�OFTEN�DISCONNECTED�

/THER�IMPORTANT�BUT�LESS�DIRECTLY�TANGIBLE�BENEFITS�INCLUDE�CLIENT�RETENTION
OWING�TO�THE�IMPROVED�LEVELS�OF�SERVICE��GREATER�MUTUAL�UNDERSTANDING�BETWEEN
DESIGNERS��BUILDERS��CLIENTS��OCCUPIERS�AND�MANAGERS��EDUCATION�OF�DESIGN�AND
PROJECT�TEAM�MEMBERS�IN�WHAT�WORKS�WELL�AND�WHAT�MAY�BE�CAUSING�DIFFICULTIES�
)T�ALSO�HELPS�TO�DEVELOP�INDUSTRY�SKILLS�IN�PROBLEM�DIAGNOSIS�AND�TREATMENT�

What is special about it?
3OFT�,ANDINGS�IS�EMBEDDED�IN�THE�ENTIRE�PROCUREMENT�PROCESS�FROM�INITIAL�SCOPE
TO�WELL�BEYOND�PROJECT�COMPLETION���#ONVENTIONALLY��BUILDINGS�ARE�SIMPLY
HANDED�OVER�TO�THE�CLIENT�AND�THE�DESIGN�AND�BUILDING�TEAM�WALK�AW��AY��NEVER�TO
COME�BACK��EXCEPT�TO�DEAL�WITH�SNAGS�OR�REPORTED�FAILURES��"Y�CONTRAST��3OFT
,ANDINGS�HELPS�TO��

3h-INIMISE�THE�CHANCES�OF�UNSATISFACTORY�PERFORMANCE�BY�STRENGTHENING�THE
VULNERABLE�AREAS�OF�TRADITIONAL�SCOPES�OF�SERVICE��WHICH�TOO�OFTEN�RESULT�IN
OCCUPIER�COMPLAINTS�DOWNSTREAM�

3h!DDRESS�AND�EVEN�PREEMPT�PROBLEMS�DURING�THE�EARLY�OCCUPATION�PHASE��BY
PROVIDING�AN�ONSITE�DESIGNER�CONTRACTOR�REPRESENTATIVE�OR�TEAM�THAT�CAN�ASSIST
OCCUPIERS�AND�MANAGEMENT�

3h%NSURE�THAT�LESSONS�FROM�CLOSER�INTERACTION�WITH�THE�OCCUPIERS�n AND�FROM
EVALUATING�ACTUAL�BUILDING�PERFORMANCE�IN�USE�n�ARE�LEARNT�AND�SHARED�TO�THE
BENEFIT�OF�ALL�STAKEHOLDERS�

Soft landings helps to bring things together
-ANY�TECHNIQUES�OF�PROJECT�FEEDBACK�AND�POSTOCCUPANCY�EVALUATION��0/%	�ARE
AIMED�AT�ONE�PARTICULAR�STAGE�OF�A�PROJECT�OR�TO�SUIT�A�SINGLE�DISCIPLINE�OR
ELEMENT�SUCH�AS�BUILDING�SERVICES�ENGINEERING��-ANY�ARE�USED�SOLELY�IN�THE
POSTOCCUPATION�PHASE�WHEN�IT�IS�TOO�LATE�TO�TACKLE�THE�STRATEGIC�PROBLEMS�THAT
ORIGINATED�IN�BRIEFING��DESIGN�AND�PROJECT�MANAGEMENT��3OFT�,ANDINGS�PROVIDES�A
PROCESS�CARRIER�FOR�THESE�TECHNIQUES��SO�HELPING�TO�UNITE�ALL�DISCIPLINES�AND�ALL
STAKEHOLDERS�AND�TO�EXTEND�THE�PROCUREMENT�PROCESS�BEYOND�HANDOVER��
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!S�0/%�BECOMES�MORE�ROUTINE��FINDINGS�AND�BENCHMARKS�FROM�PREVIOUS�0/%
SURVEYS�CAN�BE�USED�TO�HELP�CALIBRATE�CLIENT�AND�DESIGN�EXPECTATIONS��7HERE
PRACTICABLE��RESULTS�FROM�THESE�SURVEYS�CAN�ALSO�PROVIDE�METRICS�THAT�ALLOW�THESE
EXPECTATIONS�TO�BE�TRACKED�FROM�BRIEFING��THROUGH�DESIGN�DEVELOPMENT�
CONSTRUCTION�AND�COMMISSIONING��AND�INTO�OPERATION�

How do contractual duties change?
3OFT�,ANDINGS�EXTENDS�THE�DUTIES�OF�THE�TEAM�BEFORE�HANDOVER��IN�THE�WEEKS
IMMEDIATELY�AFTER�HANDOVER��FOR�THE�FIRST�YEAR�OF�OCCUPATION���AND�FOR�THE�SECOND
AND�THIRD�YEARS��)N�ORDER�TO�IMPROVE�THE�CHANCES�OF�SUCCESS��IT�REINFORCES
ACTIVITIES�DURING�THE�EARLIER�STAGES�OF�BRIEFING��DESIGN�AND�CONSTRUCTION��4HE
OVERALL�OBJECTIVE�IS�BETTER�BUILDINGS��WITH�BETTER�PERFORMANCE�WHICH�MATCHES
MORE�CLOSELY�THE�EXPECTATIONS�OF�THE�CLIENT�AND�THE�PREDICTIONS�OF�THE�DESIGN
TEAM��

3OFT�,ANDINGS�CREATES�OPPORTUNITIES�FOR�GREATER�INTERACTION�AND�UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN�THE�SUPPLY�SIDE�OF�THE�INDUSTRY�AND�CLIENTS��BUILDING�USERS�AND�FACILITIES
MANAGERS��)T�HELPS�EVERYBODY�CONCERNED�TO�IMPROVE�THEIR�PROCESSES�AND
PRODUCTS��AND�TO�FOCUS�INNOVATIONS�ON�THINGS�THAT�REALLY�MAKE�A�DIFFERENCE�

Is there a standard scope of service?
3OFT�,ANDINGS�PROCEDURES�ARE�DESIGNED�TO�AUGMENT�STANDARD�PROFESSIONAL�SCOPES
OF�SERVICE��NOT�TO�REPLACE�THEM��4HEY�CAN�BE�TAILORED�TO�RUN�ALONGSIDE�MOST
INDUSTRY�STANDARD�PROCUREMENT�ROUTES� TO�CREATE�THE�MOST�APPROPRIATE�SERVICE�TO
SUIT�THE�PROJECT�CONCERNED��

-AJOR�REVISIONS�TO�INDUSTRYSTANDARD�DOCUMENTATION�ARE�NOT�NECESSARY���4HE
MAIN�ADDITIONS�TO�NORMAL�SCOPES�OF�SERVICE�OCCUR�DURING�FIVE�MAIN�STAGES�

��)NCEPTION�AND�BRIEFING TO�CLARIFY�THE�DUTIES�OF�MEMBERS�OF�THE�CLIENT��DESIGN
AND�BUILDING�TEAMS�DURING�CRITICAL�STAGES��AND�HELP�SET�AND�MANAGE�EXPECTATIONS
FOR�PERFORMANCE�IN�USE�

��$ESIGN�DEVELOPMENT�AND�REVIEW �INCLUDING�SPECIFICATION�AND�CONSTRUCTION	�
4HIS�PROCEEDS�MUCH�AS�USUAL��BUT�WITH�GREATER�ATTENTION�TO�APPLYING�THE
PROCEDURES�ESTABLISHED�IN�THE�BRIEFING�STAGE��REVIEWING�THE�LIKELY�PERFORMANCE
AGAINST�THE�ORIGINAL�EXPECTATIONS�AND�ACHIEVING�SPECIFIC�OUTCOMES�

��0REHANDOVER��WITH�GREATER�INVOLVEMENT�OF�DESIGNERS��BUILDERS��OPERATORS�AND
COMMISSIONING�AND�CONTROLS�SPECIALISTS��IN�ORDER�TO�STRENGTHEN�THE�OPERATIONAL
READINESS�OF�THE�BUILDING�

��)NITIAL�AFTERCARE DURING�THE�USERS��SETTLINGIN�PERIOD��WITH�A�RESIDENT
REPRESENTATIVE�OR�TEAM�ON�SITE�TO�HELP�PASS�ON�KNOWLEDGE��RESPOND�TO�QUERIES�
AND�REACT�TO�PROBLEMS�

��!FTERCARE�IN�YEARS���TO���AFTER�HANDOVER��WITH�PERIODIC�MONITORING�AND�REVIEW
OF�BUILDING�PERFORMANCE�

4HE�FOLLOWING�SECTIONS�OUTLINE�THE�CONTENT�OF�THE�FIVE�STAGES�IN�3OFT�,ANDINGS�
%ACH�SECTION�INCLUDES�A�CHECKLIST�THAT�SUMMARISES�THE�SPECIFIC�ACTIVITIES�IN�THE
PARTICULAR�STAGE��WITH�NOTES��IN�ITALICS	�ON�THINGS�TO�CONSIDER�AND�PITFALLS�TO�AVOID��

1 IN THE UK, THE DEFECTS LIABILITY PERIOD (DLP) USUALLY FINISHES ONE YEAR AFTER PRACTICAL COMPLETION AND
HANDOVER.
2 FOR EXAMPLE (IN THE UK), THE JCT 2 STAGE CONTRACT FORM. IT CAN BE EMPLOYED ON A RANGE OF OTHER
PROCUREMENT ROUTES FROM CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT THROUGH TO PRIVATE FINANCE INITIATIVE (PFI) OR
PRIVATE PUBLIC PARTNERSHIP (PPP).
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Table 1: How Soft Landings aligns with the 2008 and 2013 editions of the RIBA Plan of Work and the workstages of BSRIA BG 6/2014 Design
Framework for Building Services. This workflow table has been revised to make it compatible with other Soft Landings publications. It also
includes reality� checking worksteps (shown in green) as outlined in BSRIA BG 27/2011 Pitstopping � BSRIA�s Reality�checking Process for Soft
Landings. Additional guidance is freely available from www.softlandings.org.uk and www.usablebuildings.co.uk.

1 - Preparation 
     and brief

2 - Concept 
     design

3 - Developed 
     design

4 - Technical 
     design

5 - Construction 

7 - In Use

0 - Strategic 
     definition

2 - Concept
     design

3 - Developed 
     design

7 - In use

2 - Concept

3a & 3b - 
Developed design

4a, 4b & 4c - 
Technical design

5 - Construction

6 - Handover

7 - In use

Scheme design reality check

A    Appraisal

B    Design brief

C     Concept

D    Design 
      development

J     Mobilisation

Post-practical     
completion

Production 
information

E   Technical 
     design

G    Tender
      documentation

H    Tender action

K    Construction to
      practical 
      completion

F1

F2

0 - Strategic 
     definition

1 - Preparation 
     and brief

4 - Technical 
     design

L1

L2

L3

5 - Fabrication
     design

6 - Handover and           
     close-out

1 - Preparation

RIBA 2008 
Stages

RIBA 2013 
Stages

CIC stages 2012 BSRIA BG 6/2014 !"#$%&'
()*+",-). pro-formas

Stage 1. Briefing: identify 
all actions needed to 
support the procurement

Stage 2. Design development: 
to support the design as it 
evolves

Technical design 
reality-check(s)

Scheme design reality-check

Optional tender stage 
reality-check

Tender award stage 
reality-check

Pre-handover reality-check

Stage 4. Aftercare in the 
initial period: support in the 
first few weeks of ocupation

Stage 3. Pre-handover: 
Prepare for building 
readiness. Provide technical 
guidance

Stage5. Years 1 to 3 
Aftercare: Monitoring 
review, fine-tuning and 
feedback

Define roles and 
responsibilities

Explain Soft Landings to 
all participants, identify 
processes and sign off 
gateways

Review past 
experience. Agree 
performance metrics. 
Agree design targets

Review design targets. 
Review usability and 
manageability

Review against design 
targets. Involve the 
future building managers

Include additional 
requirements related to 
Soft Landings procedures

Include evaluation of 
tender responses to Soft 
Landings requirements

Confirm roles and 
responsibilities of all 
parties in relation to Soft 
Landings requirements

6 - As constructed Include FM staff and/or 
contractors in reviews. 
Demonstrate control 
interfaces. Liase with 
move-in plans

Incorporate Soft Landings 
requirements

Set up home for resident 
on-site attendance

Operate review processes. 
Organise independent 
post-occupancy 
evaluations

Post-handover sign-off 
review. Ensure all 
outstanding reality-checked 
items are complete and 
system is signed off and 
operational

Soft Landings Soft Landings
supporting activities

0 - Strategic 
     activities

Information exchanges will vary 
depending on the procurement route 
and building contract. Designers can 
create a bespoke Plan of Work for the 
client�s chosen procurement route in 
order to set out specific tendering and 
procurement activities for each stage.
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"RIEFING�IS�THE�MOST�CRUCIAL�STAGE�OF�PROCUREMENT��)F�IT�IS�NOT�DONE�WELL��IT�IS�ALL
TOO�EASY�TO�SOW�THE�SEEDS�OF�FUTURE�MISUNDERSTANDING�AND�DISCONTENT��
!�COMMON�PROBLEM�IS�TO�PUT�TOO�MUCH�EMPHASIS�ON�THE�INTENDED�PRODUCT��AT
THE�EXPENSE�OF�THE�GENERAL�BACKGROUND��PERFORMANCE�REQUIREMENTS��BOTH
QUALITATIVE�AND�QUANTITATIVE	��AND�THE�PROCESSES�BY�WHICH�SOLUTIONS�SHOULD�BE
DEVELOPED�AND�TESTED��4HE�MORE�TIME�THAT�CAN�MADE�AVAILABLE�FOR�CONSTRUCTIVE
DIALOGUE��THE�GREATER�THE�LIKELIHOOD�OF�SUCCESS�

4O�OBTAIN�THE�GREATEST�VALUE�FROM�3OFT�,ANDINGS��THE�EXPECTATIONS�AND
PERFORMANCE�TARGETS�THAT�EMERGE�FROM�THE�BRIEFING�PROCESS�SHOULD�BE�ARRIVED�AT
WITHIN�A�WELLSTRUCTURED��LOGICAL�AND�RECORDED�CONTEXT��(OWEVER��FOR�VARIOUS
REASONS�IT�MAY�NOT�ALWAYS�BE�POSSIBLE�TO�GIVE�THE�BRIEFING�STAGE�ALL�THE�TIME�IT
DESERVES�AT�THE�OUTSET��#ONSEQUENTLY��3TAGE���OF�3OFT�,ANDINGS�ALSO�ESTABLISHES
TASKS��RESPONSIBILITIES�AND�REVIEW�PROCEDURES�THAT�ALLOW�THE�BRIEF�TO�BE�RE
EXAMINED�IN�RESPONSE�TO�NEW�FINDINGS��AND�TO�HELP�ENSURE�THAT�CRITICAL�ISSUES�ARE
NOT�LOST�ALONG�THE�WAY��

Stage 1: Inception and briefing

0OSTOCCUPANCY�REVIEWS�OFTEN�REVEAL�MAJOR�DIFFERENCES�IN�PERFORMANCE�BETWEEN�OSTENSIBLY�SIMILAR�BUILDINGS��&OR
EXAMPLE��ENERGY�USE�CAN�BE�HIGHER�BY�A�FACTOR�OF�TWO�OR�THREE��WHILE�SELFASSESSED�PRODUCTIVITY�SCORES�FROM�OCCUPANT
SURVEYS�CAN�DIFFER�BY������PERCENTAGE�POINTS��)N�THE�BEST�BUILDINGS��HIGH�LEVELS�OF�OCCUPANT�SATISFACTION�AND�GOOD
ENERGY�PERFORMANCE�OFTEN�GO�TOGETHER��4HE�UNIFYING�REASON�IS�USUALLY�THAT�GOOD�COMMITTED�PEOPLE�WITH�GOOD�PROCESSES
ARE�ABLE�TO�ACHIEVE�GOOD�ALLROUND�OUTCOMES�WHICH�ENABLE�MULTIPLE�OBJECTIVES�TO�BE�MET��"Y�ENCOURAGING�DESIGN�BRIEF
MANAGEMENT�3OFT�,ANDINGS�WILL�HELP�TO�ENSURE�THAT�THIS�HAPPENS�

!N�EFFECTIVE�BRIEFING�PROCESS�NEEDS�TO�SEEK�CLARITY�IN�THREE�MAIN�AREAS�

3h4HE�CONTEXT�FOR�THE�PROJECT��THE�CLIENT�S�GOALS��THE�SITE�AND�NEIGHBOURHOOD��ENVIRONMENTAL�OBJECTIVES��AND�WIDER
SOCIAL��ECONOMIC�AND�ENVIRONMENTAL�TRENDS�AND�HOW�THE�BUILDING�SHOULD�ADAPT�TO�THEM�

3h4HE�QUALITIES�OF�THE�SOLUTION��THE�CLIENT�S�ENDS��#OMMONLY�INCLUDED�ARE�SPACE�REQUIREMENTS�AND�RELATIONSHIPS�
OPERATIONAL�CHARACTERISTICS��INDOOR�ENVIRONMENT��MECHANICAL��ELECTRICAL�AND�INFORMATION�SERVICES��COSTS��AND�IMAGE�
)NTEREST�IN�BUILDING�AND�ENVIRONMENTAL�PERFORMANCE�HAS�BEEN�GROWING�RAPIDLY��BUT�THERE�STILL�TEND�TO�BE�MAJOR
DIFFERENCES�BETWEEN�EXPECTATIONS�AND�OUTCOMES��3OFT�,ANDINGS�HELPS�TEAMS�TO�IMPROVE�CLARITY�OF�PURPOSE��ATTENTION�TO
DETAIL��AND�INCLUDE�FOLLOWTHROUGH�AND�FEEDBACK�ARRANGEMENTS�

3h4HE�IMPLICATIONS�OF�THE�SOLUTION��4HE�IMPLICATIONS�OF�THE�ABOVE�BECOME�EXPRESSED�IN�THE�EMERGING�BUILDING�DESIGN�
(OWEVER��WHAT�THIS�REALLY�MEANS�IN�TERMS�OF�PERFORMANCE�IS�OFTEN�LESS�CLEARLY�EXAMINED��OR�EXAMINED�UNDER�MODELLING
ASSUMPTIONS�RATHER�THAN�IN�RELATION�TO�REAL�LIFE��(OW�WILL�PEOPLE�ACTUALLY�USE�IT��(OW�WILL�IT�AFFECT�ORGANISATIONAL
EFFECTIVENESS��7HO�WILL�BE�NEEDED�TO�MANAGE�IT��7HAT�IF�THE�BUILDING��OR�PART�OF�IT	�IS�NO�LONGER�NEEDED�

!S�A�DESIGN�DEVELOPS��THE�EMERGING�SOLUTIONS�SHOULD�BE�TESTED�AGAINST�THE�BRIEF��AND�VICEVERSA��AS�INSIGHTS��OPPORTUNITIES
AND�SOMETIMES�CONSTRAINTS�EMERGE�THAT�MAY�NOT�HAVE�BEEN�ENVISAGED�WHEN�THE�BRIEF�WAS�ORIGINALLY�FORMULATED��4HE
TESTS�SHOULD�INCLUDE�

3h!�REVIEW�OF�THE�ASSUMPTIONS��(AS�THE�CONTEXT�CHANGED��$OES�PHYSICAL�REPRESENTATION�OF�THE�REQUESTED�QUALITIES�CAUSE
THE�CLIENT�TO�HAVE�SECOND�THOUGHTS��(AVE�ALL�THE�STAKEHOLDERS�BEEN�PROPERLY�IDENTIFIED�

3h#HECKS�ON�THE�NEEDS�AND�DEMANDS�OF�THE�PROPOSED�SOLUTION��0OSTOCCUPANCY�SURVEYS�REVEAL�THAT�BUILDINGS�CAN�EASILY
BECOME�TOO�COMPLICATED��SOMETIMES�IN�THE�NAME�OF�LABOURSAVING�AUTOMATION��)F�NOT�CAREFULLY�EVALUATED��THIS�CAN�MAKE
THINGS�DIFFICULT�FOR�THEIR�USERS��EXPENSIVE�TO�OPERATE�AND�MAINTAIN��AND�DEMANDING�OF�MANAGEMENT�TIME��4HE�QUEST�FOR
SIMPLER�SOLUTIONS�CAN�BE�REWARDING�

3h4ESTS�OF�THE�DESIGN�EXPECTATIONS��$ESIGNERS�ARE�NOT�USERS��THOUGH�THEY�OFTEN�THINK�THEY�ARE��SO�DESIGNERS�CAN�EASILY
MAKE�OPTIMISTIC�ASSUMPTIONS�ABOUT�USER�BEHAVIOUR��)F�DESIGN�INTENT�IS�NOT�CLEAR�TO�USERS��IT�CAN�BE�DIFFICULT�FOR�THE
BUILDING�TO�PERFORM�AS�INTENDED��!�WIDESPREAD�PROBLEM�IS�WHERE�USER�INTERFACES�TO�MANUAL�AND�AUTOMATED�CONTROLS�ARE
POORLY�CONSIDERED��SPECIFIED��LOCATED�OR�SIGNPOSTED�

3h2EVIEW�OF�LIKELY�AND�ACTUAL�OUTCOMES��3OFT�,ANDINGS�SUPPORTS�THIS��WITH�REGULAR�REVIEWS�OF�CLIENT�AND�DESIGN
EXPECTATIONS�DURING�PROCUREMENT��AND�BY�MONITORING��FINETUNING��POSTOCCUPANCY�EVALUATION�AND�FEEDBACK�ONCE�THE
BUILDING�IS�OCCUPIED�

NOTES ON BRIEFING AND DESIGN BRIEF MANAGEMENT
by Adrian Leaman, Arup and Building Use Studies
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B1. Define roles and responsibilities
Roles and limits of responsibility must be spelt out clearly from the very
beginning. If nothing else, this will highlight any gaps. Sometimes the project
leader may also need to review how well certain individuals are suited to their
assumed roles. It is not enough to have the right job titles: individuals also
need the right mix of ability, experience and temperament.

To ensure that the design reflects operational needs, it is important to involve
the client�s facilities management team early on, ideally with the individuals
who will take over the installed systems. If staff are not yet appointed (for
example. because the building will be sold on, or operations outsourced), then
independent advice will often be desirable. 

B2. Review past experience
Past experiences of team members and others will benefit the briefing, design,
and construction process, and allow better and more realistic targets to be set.
The project manager should seek to elicit all relevant experiences �  good and
bad �  in a spirit of openness These will be hugely beneficial to the project.

B3. Plan for intermediate evaluations and reality checks
The programme should incorporate opportunities for intermediate evaluation
workshops. These will help to ensure that stakeholders are fully engaged as the
design develops and that input from key users is obtained and not lost along
the way. The workshops will help to flush out misconceptions on all sides.
Topics will also come up which may seem incidental at the time but which can
help to identify and sometimes to resolve decisions on things which might
otherwise be overlooked, or taken for granted. 

B4. Set environmental and other performance targets
The processes of target setting, prediction and measurement will highlight the
need for roles and expertise on the client side. Clients may not have anticipated
some of the skills and activities required. Targets will normally have to satisfy
the criteria of being unambiguous, measurable and of some value. An
independent occupant questionnaire survey will normally be a standard part of
Stage 5: Years 1 to 3 Aftercare. The results should be benchmarked against the
database of the survey providers, and published.

B5. Sign�off gateways 
Premature decision�taking can blunt innovation. However, there will be no
chance of optimum success if one leaves too many loose ends for too long.
Sign�off gateways create the structure for fixing decisions. Gateways are both
entry and exit points, but different criteria may be applied depending on entry
and on exit, after which the requirements will be more binding on all parties.

B6. Incentives related to performance outcomes
For the environmental and other targets set in B4, the team needs to agree
how to measure performance in use, and what action is appropriate if anything
falls short. A suitable action might be for the design and building team to agree
to follow�up any shortcomings and to suggest how performance might be
improved.

Clarity on the client side is absolutely essential,
particularly in defining responsibilities, identifying
the chain of command and agreeing the decision�
making protocols. If any independent advisers are
involved, it is important to clarify what authority
they have, and that everyone in the project team is
aware of it. 

Teams should identify a Soft Landings Champion
who has the responsibility to ensure that the Soft
Landings process is developed to suit the project,
and that it is followed through the entire
procurement process and on into the building�s use.
Ideally the client�s champion should be mirrored on
the project team side. There may also be other
nominated champions further down the contractual
chain. The champions should also ensure that Soft
Landings principles take their proper place as part
of the routine management of the project and are
properly resourced. Champions need to be people
who have an interest in the in�use performance of
the building, and who are likely to be on the team
for the full duration of the project, for example the
client representative, the job architect, or the
project manager.

Communication between designers and facilities
managers can be difficult owing to their often very
different perspectives. It is unlikely to happen
automatically, so the client's project manager
needs to make sure that it does. If not, senior
clients and designers may well have ideas that in
practice prove to be too complicated, or too difficult
to look after. As unmanageable complexity is often
the prime cause of occupant dissatisfaction with
the indoor environment (and of excessive energy
use), it is vital to address complexity problems by
designing for usability and manageability, either
simplifying the solutions or increasing the levels of
facilities management budget and skills.

Where quantified targets are not practicable, for
example owing to the difficulty of calculation, or a
lack of suitable metrics, qualitative indicators (for
example, on a scale of good practice � best practice
� innovative � pioneering) can be useful guides in
helping to calibrate client aspirations, and to revisit
them during design reviews. A suitable action
might be for the design and building team to agree
to follow�up any shortcomings and to suggest how
performance could be improved.

Some people would like to see financial incentives,
such as a bonus to the design and building team
for meeting certain performance levels. Penalties
for falling short are more contentious and could be
expensive and complicated to make legally
bulletproof. A requirement to investigate and report
may be preferable.

SUPPORTING NOTESSTAGE 1 CHECKLIST: INCEPTION AND BRIEFING 
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/NCE�A�PROJECT�TEAM�HAS�ADOPTED�3OFT�,ANDINGS�AT�3TAGE����)NCEPTION�AND
BRIEFING��THEN�DESIGN�DEVELOPMENT��TECHNICAL�DESIGN��PRODUCTION�INFORMATION�AND
TENDERING�WILL�PROCEED�MUCH�AS�USUAL��(OWEVER��PEOPLE�WILL�NEED�TO�BRING�A
SOMEWHAT�DIFFERENT�APPROACH�TO�THE�PROCESS��)N�PARTICULAR�

3h%VERYONE�JOINING�THE�CLIENT��DESIGN�AND�CONSTRUCTION�TEAMS�WILL�NEED�TO�BE
MADE�AWARE�THAT�3OFT�,ANDINGS�IS�IN�OPERATION�AND�COMMIT�TO�ADOPTING�ITS
PRINCIPLES��

3h!LL�TEAM�MEMBERS�WILL�BE�ENCOURAGED�TO�OBTAIN�AND�CONTRIBUTE�INSIGHTS�FROM
THE�PERFORMANCEINUSE�OF�COMPARABLE�PROJECTS�

3h#LIENT�AND�DESIGN�TARGETS�WILL�BE�INFORMED�BY�ACTUAL�PERFORMANCE�IN�USE�
REVIEWED�AT�INTERVALS�AS�THE�PROJECT�PROGRESSES��AND�HAVE�ANY�ADJUSTMENTS�AGREED
AND�SIGNEDOFF�

3h2EQUIREMENTS�FOR�INDEPENDENT�POSTOCCUPANCY�EVALUATION��0/%	�SERVICES�WILL
NEED�TO�BE�VERIFIED��4O�ASSIST�COMPARABILITY�AND�TRANSPARENCY��WHERE�APPROPRIATE
AND�PRACTICAL��THE�SAME�METRICS�SHOULD�BE�USED�FOR�THE�DESIGN�TARGETS�AND�WHAT
THE�0/%�WILL�MEASURE�

3h4HE�DESIGN�PROCESS�SHOULD�INCLUDE�REALITYCHECKING�WORKSHOPS��INCLUDING
REVIEWS�BY�EXPERTS�IN�BUILDING�PERFORMANCE�

3h4O�ACCOMPANY�THE�DESIGN�DATA��AN�ILLUSTRATED�NARRATIVE�WILL�BE�DEVELOPED�ON
HOW�THE�BUILDING�WILL�WORK�FROM�THE�POINT�OF�VIEW�OF�THE�MANAGER�AND�THE
INDIVIDUAL�USER��4HIS�CAN�EVOLVE�INTO�THE�TECHNICAL�AND�USER�GUIDES�THAT�WILL�BE
ISSUED�TO�MANAGERS�AND�OCCUPIERS�AT�HANDOVER�

3h#LOSE�ATTENTION�NEEDS�TO�BE�GIVEN�TO�THE�USABILITY�AND�MANAGEABILITY�OF�THE
PROPOSED�DESIGN�SOLUTIONS��AND�IN�PARTICULAR�MOVING�PARTS��ELECTRICAL�COMPONENTS
AND�THEIR�CONTROL�INTERFACES��7HERE�THE�OCCUPIERS�ARE�KNOWN��THEIR�FACILITIES
MANAGERS�AND�USER�REPRESENTATIVES�SHOULD�BE�INVOLVED�IN�REVIEWING�THE
PROPOSALS�AND�COMMENTING�NOT�JUST�ON�THE�DESIGN�INTENT�BUT�ALSO�ON�THE�DETAILS
OF�THE�MANAGEMENT�AND�USER�INTERFACES��INCLUDING�THE�EQUIPMENT�SELECTED�AND
ITS�LOCATION�

3h3UITABLE�PREPARATIONS�MUST�BE�MADE�DURING�DESIGN�AND�CONSTRUCTION�TO�PLAN�
PROGRAMME�AND�RESOURCE�THE�CRITICAL�PERIODS�IN�THE�WEEKS�IMMEDIATELY�BEFORE
AND�AFTER�HANDOVER�

4O�MAKE�SURE�THAT�ALL�ANGLES�ARE�COVERED��TENDER�DOCUMENTATION�MAY�REQUIRE
UNFAMILIAR�INTERVENTIONS�BY�OTHER�DESIGN�TEAM�MEMBERS�

Stage 2: Design development and review

There are hundreds of these room control
devices in a business park development. They
are not labelled and most of the occupants have
no idea what they do, except that presumably
they turn something up and down (the lights,
the heat, the air?) and that there is an over�r ide
button that does something.

Poor user interfaces like this are commonplace
in modern buildings, with adverse effects for
comfort, energy use and patience alike. 

By undertaking reality� checks and addressing
user, management and maintenance
requirements, and following up issues that arise
in use, Soft Landings aims to make this poor
design a thing of the past.

For more examples of controls usability
problems and ways to avoid them, download
Controls for End Users � a guide for good design
and implementation free from
www.bsria.co.uk/bookshop
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D1. Review past experience
It is important to design for buildability, usability and manageability. From the
earliest stages of a project designers and clients must think realistically about
the budget, the construction skills and resources needed to turn ideas into a
physical reality that suits the occupiers and doesn�t demand too much of them.

D2. Design reviews 
Review can be undertaken as part of normal design meetings. However, well�
organised peer reviews (with independent experts at key stages in the design)
can be effective in helping to pinpoint issues that may prove problematic. They
will also help to identify solutions which may have been tried elsewhere.

Design reviews and the like should include a cross� section of people with
different jobs and levels of seniority. Otherwise, valuable perspectives on
aspects of building usage and operation may emerge too late, and the design
will be compromised. For example, natural cooling strategies have too often
been undermined when security staff insist on closing night ventilation
openings or insurance policies require it. The openings could have been
designed differently had these concerns been identified earlier.

D3. Tender documentation and evaluation
The requirements related to Soft Landings procedures need to be incorporated
as part of conventional contract documentation.

The evaluation of submissions from the lead contractor, key sub�contractors and
suppliers must include an assessment of their understanding and acceptance of
the Soft Landings procedures. Any shortfall must be rectified and the
arrangements clarified prior to final acceptance and instruction to mobilise.

A detailed worksheet has now been developed for Stage 2 Design
Development. Note that D3 Tender documentation and evaluation has become
D6 in that worksheet. 

At the simplest level this can be detailing for
airtightness, making sure that lamps can be
reached and changed, and that electrical
connections are provided for window actuators. At a
more complex level, it might be digital
communications between separate environmental
systems. In particular, interfaces to controls must be
well thought� through in relation to the technical
requirements and their intelligibility to
management and a range of different users.

Designers must also consider the budgets and
technical expertise the occupier is likely to be able
to devote to maintaining and repairing the building,
controlling its technical systems and internal
environment and resourcing its facilities
management services.

Design review meetings require sensitive
preparation and chairing if they are be
constructively critical. Timing is important: reviews
are best undertaken when options are relatively
clear, allowing discussion to be focused, but with
solutions not so well crystallised that the design
team finds it difficult to respond to important
comments.

At these and other meetings, designers should not
sell design themes and solutions too forcefully, as
clients, managers and users may then be reluctant
to offer their comments and to share their
experiences of buildings in use. This may deny to
the project the benefit of the management
experience and user insights that are often crucial
to a building's ultimate performance.

Design reviews may benefit from being
independently facilitated. A trained facilitator can
unlock tacit knowledge that may otherwise not
surface. A good facilitator should also be
experienced in dealing with design team egos, and
ensure that even timid voices are heard.

Ensure that the requirements of Soft Landings are
thoroughly written into the scope of the contract.

Go to Appendix A for the Stage 2 Design
Development worksheet

SUPPORTING NOTESSTAGE 2 CHECKLIST: DESIGN DEVELOPMENT 
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4HE�MAIN�PURPOSE�OF�THE�PREHANDOVER�STAGE�IS�TO�HELP�TO�ENSURE�THAT�BY�THE
TIME�THE�BUILDING�IS�HANDED�OVER�IT�IS�NOT�JUST�PHYSICALLY�COMPLETE��BUT�READY�FOR
OPERATION��!�BUILDING�READINESS�SUBPROGRAMME�THEREFORE�NEEDS�TO�BE�DEVELOPED
IN�GOOD�TIME��AND�WELL�AHEAD�OF�THE�START�OF�COMMISSIONING�WORK��!CTIVITIES�BY
THE�DESIGN�AND�BUILDING�TEAM�MUST�ALSO�INCLUDE�STATIC�COMMISSIONING��SUCH�AS
INSPECTIONS�OF�AIRTIGHTNESS�DETAILS��CHECKS�OF�WINDOW�OPENING�DEVICES�AND
LINKAGES��AND�ENVELOPE�PRESSURE�TESTS	��#OMMISSIONING�OF�BUILDING�SERVICES�NEEDS
EXTENDING�TO�INCLUDE��FOR�EXAMPLE��NATURAL�VENTILATION��RENEWABLE�ENERGY
SYSTEMS��METERING�INSTALLATIONS�AND�EFFECTIVE�USER�INTERFACES��'REAT�CARE�NEEDS�TO
BE�GIVEN�TO�DEMONSTRATION��TRAINING�AND�DOCUMENTATION��0ROPOSED�ACTIVITIES�BY
THE�CLIENT�AND�OCCUPIER�ALSO�NEED�TO�BE�REVIEWED��SUCH�AS�STAFFING��OPERATION�AND
MAINTENANCE�CONTRACTS��AND�MOVEIN�PLANS�INCLUDING�FITOUTS�WHERE�RELEVANT�

)T�IS�ESSENTIAL�THAT�THE�CLIENT�S�MANAGEMENT�TEAM�TAKES�OVER�THE�OPERATION�OF�THE
BUILDING�IN�A�TIMELY�FASHION��0ROBLEMS�THAT�OCCUR�AFTER�HANDOVER�CAN�OFTEN�BE
TRACED�BACK�TO�INSUFFICIENT�UNDERSTANDING�BY�THE�OCCUPIER�S�STAFF�OF�TECHNICAL
SYSTEMS��PARTICULARLY�BUILDING�SERVICES	�AND�THEIR�USER�INTERFACES��OR�WHERE
SOLUTIONS�HAVE�BEEN�DEVELOPED�WITHOUT�ENOUGH�UNDERSTANDING�OF�USER�AND
OPERATOR�REQUIREMENTS��4OO�OFTEN��BUILDINGS�START�THEIR�OPERATIONAL�LIVES�WITH�TOO
FEW�OPERATING�STAFF��WHO�ARE�NOT�SUFFICIENTLY�TRAINED��KNOW�LITTLE�ABOUT�THE
DESIGN�INTENT��HAVE�HAD�NO�OPPORTUNITY�TO�ATTEND�A�DEMONSTRATION��AND�ARE
UNFAMILIAR�WITH�THE�SYSTEMS�PROVIDED�AND�HOW�TO�USE�THEM�

4O�AVOID�PROBLEMS��THE�PROJECT�TEAM�SHOULD�TAKE�MORE�CARE�IN�DESIGN�AND
SPECIFICATION�AND�TO�PAY�MORE�ATTENTION�TO�THE�CONTRACTOR�S�PROPOSALS�FOR
COMMISSIONING�AND�HANDOVER��4HEY�WILL�ALSO�NEED�BETTER�UNDERSTANDING�OF
OPERATOR�SKILLS�AND�REQUIREMENTS�AND�BETTER�ARRANGEMENTS�FOR�DEMONSTRATING
INTERFACES�AND�SYSTEMS�PROPERLY�TO�OPERATING�STAFF�BEFORE�HANDOVER��4HE�TIME
SPENT�WILL�LAY�THE�FOUNDATIONS�FOR�FUTURE�COOPERATION��

#LIENTS�PLAY�A�VITAL�PART�IN�ENSURING�BUILDING�READINESS��)F�THEY�LEAVE�STAFFING�TOO
LATE��AS�THEY�OFTEN�DO	��PROBLEMS�WITH�INITIAL�PERFORMANCE�CAN�BE�VIRTUALLY
GUARANTEED��(OWEVER�MUCH�THE�DESIGNER�AND�CONSTRUCTOR�DO�TO�HELP��RESOLUTION
IS�NEARLY�IMPOSSIBLE�IF�THERE�ARE�NO�GOOD�OPERATORS�AVAILABLE�ON�SITE��

!�DESIGN�AND�CONSTRUCTION�TEAM�IS�OFTEN�TOLD�VERY�LITTLE�ABOUT�HOW�THE�OCCUPIER
INTENDS�TO�MOVE�THEMSELVES�INTO�THE�BUILDING��!S�A�RESULT��OCCUPIERS�CAN�EASILY
MAKE�INCORRECT�ASSUMPTIONS�ABOUT�HOW�READY�THE�BUILDING�WILL�BE�TO�RECEIVE
THEM��AND�WHAT�ACCESS�AND�SERVICES�WILL�BE�AVAILABLE��4HIS�IN�TURN�CAN�CAUSE
CLASHES�AND�DISAPPOINTMENTS�WHILE�THE�MOVE�IS�UNDER�WAY��AND�SOUR�INITIAL�USER
EXPERIENCES�OF�THEIR�NEW�OR�ALTERED�BUILDING��7ITH�3OFT�,ANDINGS��DESIGNERS�AND
BUILDERS�NEED�TO�BE�INVOLVED�WITH�THE�OCCUPIERgS�LOGISTICS�PLANNING��IF�ONLY�TO�A
SMALL�EXTENT�

%VEN�IN�THE�BESTMANAGED�PROJECTS��THE�COMMISSIONING�PERIOD�CAN�GET�SQUEEZED�
OWING�TO�DELAYS�OUTSIDE�THE�CONTROL�OF�THE�DESIGN�AND�BUILDING�TEAM��AND�AN
OCCUPIER�S�BUSINESS�REQUIREMENT�FOR�A�NONNEGOTIABLE�HANDOVER�DATE��3OFT
,ANDINGS�WILL�HELP�TO�REDUCE�THE�EFFECTS�OF�ANY�SUCH�SLIPPAGES�AS�THE�CONTINUITY
IT�PROVIDES�BETWEEN�THE�PREHANDOVER�AND�AFTERCARE�STAGES�MAKES�IT�MUCH�EASIER
FOR�ANY�OUTSTANDING�COMMISSIONING�ACTIVITIES�TO�BE�CONTINUED�AFTER�HANDOVER�

Stage 3: Pre�handover

Shell, core and fit�out
In some buildings, particularly rented ones,
spaces are handed over in an unfinished state,
to be fitted�out by others, or for specialist
purposes. 

It is vital that design intent is made clear to
fitout team, with rules on what to do and
what to avoid. It is also important for the
original design team to review fitout proposals
thoroughly, but with a quick turnaround as
tenants will be in a hurry. Otherwise, major
problems can easily arise, particularly affecting
control systems and HVAC services, especially
for more innovative designs which may have
characteristics unfamiliar to the fitout team.

Rented buildings
In speculative buildings (apart from pre�lets),
it is more difficult to maintain the continuity
that is the hallmark of Soft Landings owing to
a lack of information on the occupier and the
delays that can occur between the physical
completion of the building and the arrival of
the first tenant. Reviewing fitouts by incoming
tenants does not form part of core Soft
Landings activities. However, clients for such
projects should consider appointing the
original design team to do reviews of this
kind.

Applying Soft Landings to
different property models
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P1. Environmental and energy logging review
Responsibilities and routines for data recording must be agreed and related to
the targets that are established. These roles and responsibilities need to be
coordinated with the building's logbook and its metering strategy.

P2. Building readiness programme
This building readiness programme needs to be prepared well in advance of
move� in. Site completion and commissioning activities need to be coordinated,
training activities written, and other records finalised. This should include the
setting�up of energy meters, their recording accuracy, their reconciliation with
fiscal meters, and the verification of data recorded by any energy monitoring
software.

P3. Commissioning records check
Commissioning records should include energy data where available (such as
true power consumed by fan motors, not just current readings). There should
also be a programme for post� completion commissioning and fine�tuning.

P4. Maintenance contract
Ensure that the contract is appropriate and that the service is in place
immediately after handover.

P5. Training
Adequately trained operation and maintenance staff must be in place before
handover. They will need proper familiarisation and training about the building
and its systems in good time � not at the last minute.

P6. Building management system interface completion and
demonstration
A demonstration to the building operators of the building management system
(BMS) and any allied controls helps to ensure that the systems are familiar,
operating appropriately, and that staff have some understanding of how to use
and fine�tune them. These actions will identify any need for additional work. 

P7. Migration planning
The occupier's move� in programme needs to be coordinated with the design
and building team. A small involvement of the design and building team in the
occupier's logistics planning can help minimise the upsets that can easily arise
if moving� in operations clash with site activities, for example if an access is
obstructed, a lift is not available, rooms or services are being finished off, or
screeds are hardening and are therefore initially unable to support heavy loads. 

P8. Aftercare team home
The occupier must provide a visible and accessible workplace in the new
building for the aftercare team from day one. The size and complexity of the
project will determine whether the presence is permanent or at specified hours,
and whether by one or more people. 

P9. Compile a guide for occupants
A simple guide for occupants will help them understand the design intent and
use the building effectively. It will complement the required O&M manuals and
logbook, within which a copy of the user guide should be filed.

P10 Compile a technical guide
The technical guide should provide a succinct introduction for the facilities
management team to help to smooth the transition to local operation. Ideally, it
will have been developed in the course of design and construction, so that at
any stage in the project people can find a clear description of how the systems
in the building are supposed to work.

P11. O&M manual review
The team should review the content of the O&M manual with the facilities
manager, who should sign it off when it is complete and acceptable.

Written material must also be available in time, but
should be organised to make revisions easy in the
light of initial experience and fine�tuning.

Operating staff will be happier to take ownership of
the installation when they are comfortable with the
design concepts, understand their roles, and have
commented on interface development.

Soft Landings representatives must make
themselves visible to the occupants of the building.
Staying off�site or hiding in the contractor's hut will
defeat the objective.

The guide should be completed in good time, with
input from facilities management staff and user
representatives if possible. It may well need
revisions after operational experience is gained. It
will save time by reducing the number of questions
when the building is first occupied, and the
complaints that arise from misunderstanding or
misuse.

Guidance for occupiers and managers need revising
after in�use operational experience has been
gained.

SUPPORTING NOTESSTAGE 3 CHECKLIST: PRE�HANDOVER 
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4HE�SERVICE�DURING�THE�INITIAL�AFTERCARE�PERIOD�IS�INTENDED�TO�HELP�THE�OCCUPIERS
TO�UNDERSTAND�THEIR�BUILDING��AND�THE�FACILITIES�MANAGERS�TO�OPERATE�ITS�SYSTEMS�
4HE�AFTERCARE�TEAM�IS�THERE�TO�PROVIDE�INFORMATION�AND�SUPPORT��TO�RESPOND�TO
ANY�QUESTIONS�THAT�ARISE�AND�TO�INVESTIGATE�ANY�PROBLEMS�THAT�EMERGE��)T�IS
IMPORTANT�THAT�THE�BUILDING�S�FACILITIES�OR�MANAGEMENT�TEAM�IS�PROPERLY
RESOURCED��SO�THEY�HAVE�THE�SKILLS�AND�TIME�TO�TAKE�ADVANTAGE�OR�THIS�SERVICE�
3OFT�,ANDINGS�WILL�NOT�WORK�PROPERLY�IF�THE�OCCUPIERS�THINK�THEY�CAN�SIT�BACK
AND�LEAVE�THINGS�TO�THE�AFTERCARE�TEAM�

$URING�THE�INITIAL�AFTERCARE�PERIOD��ONE�OR�MORE�MEMBERS�OF�THE�DESIGN�AND
BUILDING�TEAM�WILL�BE�PRESENT�ON�SITE�FOR�TYPICALLY�FOUR�TO�SIX�WEEKS
IMMEDIATELY�AFTER�MOVEIN��!FTER�THIS�INITIAL�PERIOD��THE�RESIDENTIAL�PRESENCE�OF
DESIGN�AND�CONSTRUCTION�TEAM�MEMBERS�WILL�TAPER�OFF��BUT�PERIODIC�REVIEWS�WILL
CONTINUE��AS�OUTLINED�IN�3ECTION����

4HE�SIZE�AND�COMPLEXITY�OF�THE�PROJECT�AND�THE�OCCUPANTS��MOVEIN�TIMETABLE
WILL�DETERMINE�HOW�MUCH�TIME�WILL�BE�REQUIRED��OVER�WHAT�PERIOD��AND�FOR�HOW
MANY�PEOPLE��)T�COULD�BE�AS�LITTLE�AS�ONE�DAY�PER�WEEK��BUT�MUCH�WILL�DEPEND
ON�WHAT�ACTUALLY�HAPPENS�ONCE�THE�OCCUPIER�MOVES�IN��

/NE�OF�THE�TEAM�SHOULD�ACT�AS�THE�MAIN�POINT�OF�CONTACT�FOR�OVERALL�LIAISON�
4HIS�WILL�USUALLY�BE�THE�ARCHITECT��BUT�THAT�DEPENDS�ON�THE�PROJECT��"UILDING
SERVICES�AND�COMMISSIONING�ENGINEERS�ALWAYS�NEED�TO�BE�CLOSELY�INVOLVED�AND
READILY�AVAILABLE��BECAUSE�MANY�INITIAL�QUERIES�ARE�OFTEN�RELATED�TO�THE�USE�AND
PERFORMANCE�OF�UNFAMILIAR�MECHANICAL��ELECTRICAL�AND�CONTROL�SYSTEMS�AND
ENVIRONMENTAL�CONTROL�STRATEGIES�

4HE�AFTERCARE�TEAM�MUST�BE�VISIBLE��WITH�A�WORKPLACE�IN�A�READILYACCESSIBLE
LOCATION�AND�NOT�HIDDEN�AWAY���4EAM�MEMBERS�MUST�WORK�NOT�JUST�WITH�THE
FACILITIES�MANAGEMENT�TEAM��BUT�BE�ACCESSIBLE�TO�EVERYONE��/CCUPANTS�MUST
THEREFORE�BE�TOLD�THAT�THE�AFTERCARE�TEAM�IS�OPERATING��WHAT�IT�WILL�BE�DOING�
WHERE�IT�WILL�BE��AND�WHEN��4HE�TIMES�OF�RESIDENCE�NEED�TO�BE�REGULAR��SUCH�AS
EVERY�MORNING��OR�EVERY�4UESDAY	�SO�EVERYBODY�KNOWS�WHAT�TO�EXPECT�

4EAM�MEMBERS�MUST�MAKE�THEMSELVES�AVAILABLE�TO�DEAL�PREEMPTIVELY�WITH
QUERIES�AND�MISUNDERSTANDINGS��4HE�OBSERVATIONS�THEY�MAKE��THE�QUESTIONS�THEY
ANSWER��THE�RESPONSES�THEY�GET�AND�THE�INSIGHTS�THEY�DERIVE�WILL�HELP�PREVENT
MINOR�PROBLEMS�DEVELOPING�INTO�LONGER�TERM�CHRONIC�IRRITANTS�FOR�THE�OCCUPANTS
AND�THE�CLIENT�ALIKE��4HEIR�PERIOD�OF�RESIDENCE�ALSO�PROVIDES�AN�OPPORTUNITY�TO
OBSERVE�AND�LEARN�FROM�INITIAL�FEEDBACK�AND�PROBLEMSOLVING�

6ISIBILITY�ALSO�INCLUDES�SESSIONS�AT�WHICH�THE�AFTERCARE�TEAM�DESCRIBES�THE
BUILDING�AND�ITS�SYSTEMS�TO�GROUPS�OF�OCCUPANTS�AS�SOON�AS�POSSIBLE�AFTER�THEY
MOVE�IN��AND�INTRODUCES�THEM�TO�THE�GUIDE�FOR�OCCUPANTS��SEE�BOX	��4HE
AFTERCARE�TEAM�WILL�ALSO�PROVIDE�NEWS�ON�ISSUES��PROBLEMS�AND�PROGRESS�
NORMALLY�VIA�THE�OCCUPIER�S�INTRANET�

!FTERCARE�IS�NOT�AN�ADMINISTRATIVE�EXERCISE�NOR�SHOULD�IT�BE�A�SUPERFICIAL�ATTEMPT
AT�MARKETING��)NSTEAD�IT�SHOULD�BE�A�PROPER�PROFESSIONAL�SERVICE��7HERE�IT�IS
DONE�EFFECTIVELY�IT�WILL�GENERATE�A�LOT�OF�GOODWILL��"EING�SEEN�TO�BE�ON�THE�SIDE
OF�THE�USERS�HELPS�A�LOT�n AND�ENSURES�A�MEANINGFUL�INVITATION�TO�THE�OFFICIAL
OPENING��

A guide for building occupants is a practical
method of informing individuals about a
building�s systems and procedures.

There are no strict rules on content or style,
but ideally the guidance must be written for
lay users, should avoid using technical jargon,
be illustrated to assist comprehension, and be
available in both electronic and printed form. 

The content should include information on
general features of the building such as
security, safety and access, and environmental
features (including energy and water efficiency
and waste management). It should also cover
principles of design and operation, particularly
where the environmental systems rely partially
or wholly on local controls for heating,
lighting, cooling, and ventilation.

Other issues that may be important to cover
include furniture, space use and cycle storage,
and where to go for help and more
information.

Tips for an occupants� guide

Stage 4: Initial aftercare

The building�s technical guide explains to the
owners and operators (not the individual
users) how the building and its systems work,
and the performance that is expected. This
guide is not the same as an O&M manual,
which contains far more detail.

As well as meeting any statutory
requirements, the technical guide should
incorporate the mandatory Logbook on
Building Services and the strategy for energy
metering in accordance with prevailing
technical guidance from BSRIA and the CIBSE.
Where applicable, it should also fulfil the
requirements of the environmental rating
scheme used, such as LEED, BREEAM, or Ska
(for refurbishments).

Even though it may be technical in nature, the
guidance should be written in plain English.  

Tips for a technical guide
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The aftercare checklist covers the initial period of occupation, typically four to
six weeks after handover.

A1. Resident on�site attendance
Confirm who will be there, where and when. 

A2. Provide workplace and datacomms links
The occupier must provide an appropriate and well� located workstation for the
aftercare team.

A3. Introductory guidance for building users
The occupier�s representative should organise informal user meetings as soon
as possible after the building has been occupied. The size of the meetings and
who exactly should go will depend on the size of the project and the nature of
the occupying organisation. The prime purpose is for the aftercare team to
explain why they are there, to present key information on how the building
operates, introduce the guide for occupants, and answer questions. Anticipate
the need to hold at least two meetings.

A4. Technical guidance
The purpose is to smooth the transition of responsibility from the project team
to the client's facilities management team. It should help them gain a good
understanding of the building, and be able to take full authority over operating
and fine�tuning its systems. The ground will have been prepared in the pre�
handover stage, but further support may often be necessary in the light of
issues that emerge over the first weeks of operation, and to accommodate new
people arriving as part of the move.

A5. Communications
It is important that users are kept informed of progress on operational issues;
for example via regular newsletters or other bulletins.

A6. Walkabouts
Members of the Soft Landings aftercare team (preferably those most familiar
with the design intention and the controls systems) should roam the building
informally on a regular basis to examine the building in use, observe
occupation and spot emerging issues. Walkabouts can be combined with other
visits as appropriate. They should make spot� checks with instruments if
necessary: these also provide opportunities to discuss with individuals their
experience of the building, its systems and the indoor environment.

Aftercare team members should have good people
skills, a hands�on approach to problem solving, and
continuity with the project. The leader will often be
an architect, with essential regular support from the
team, in particular the building services contractor
and commissioning team, and the mechanical and
electrical designers.

In addition to responding to day�to�day comments,
allow for two dedicated meetings with facilities
management representatives to explain systems
and discuss their views.

Keep communications simple, not too technical and
easy to update. The occupier's intranet, a website
or a similar service can also be effective and time�
efficient. Fortnightly updates will usually suffice.

SUPPORTING NOTESSTAGE 4 CHECKLIST: AFTERCARE 
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/NCE�THE�INITIAL�AFTERCARE�PERIOD�IS�OVER��THE�3OFT�,ANDINGS�SERVICE�MOVES�FROM
REGULAR�VISITS�TO�PERIODIC�REVIEWS��4HE�AFTERCARE�TEAM�IS�THERE�TO�PROVIDE
INSIGHTS��REVIEW�PERFORMANCE��AND�HELP�THE�USERS�AND�OPERATORS�TO�GET�THE�BEST
OUT�THEIR�BUILDING��NOT�TO�RUN�IT�ON�THEIR�BEHALF��2ESPONSIBILITY�FOR�OPERATION
AND�PROVISION�AND�INITIAL�REVIEW�OF�ROUTINE�INFORMATION��SUCH�AS�"-3�LOGS�AND
METER�READINGS	�MUST�LIE�FIRMLY�WITH�THE�BUILDING�S�FACILITIES�MANAGEMENT�TEAM��

)N�9EAR����THE�PRIMARY�FOCUS�SHOULD�BE�ON�SETTLING�EVERYTHING�DOWN��MAKING
SURE�THAT�THE�DESIGN�INTENT�IS�WELL�UNDERSTOOD��IDENTIFYING�ANY�PROBLEMS��AND
LOGGING�USAGE�AND�CHANGE��4HERE�MAY�WELL�ALSO�BE�A�NEED�TO�FINETUNE�SYSTEMS�
PARTICULARLY�LIGHTING�CONTROLS�AND�HVAC�SYSTEMS��IN�ORDER�TO�OPTIMISE�EFFECTIVE
AND�ENERGYEFFICIENT�OPERATION�AND�TO�TAKE�ACCOUNT�OF�OCCUPANT�FEEDBACK�AND
CHANGES�IN�WEATHER�AND�OCCUPANCY�

)N�9EARS���AND���THE�REVIEWS�BECOME�LESS�FREQUENT��CONCENTRATING�ON�RECORDING
THE�OPERATION�OF�THE�BUILDING�AND�REVIEWING�PERFORMANCE��"Y�THEN�THE�FACILITIES
MANAGEMENT�TEAM�SHOULD�BE�FULLY�IN�COMMAND�OF�THE�BUILDING�S�SYSTEMS��BE
DEALING�WITH�ALL�PROBLEMS��USUALLY�WITHOUT�REFERENCE�TO�THE�DESIGN�AND�BUILDING
TEAM	��4HEY�SHOULD�ALSO�BE�COLLECTING�AND�REVIEWING�THEIR�OWN�DATA��AND
REFINING�THEIR�OPERATIONAL�STRATEGIES��4HE�3OFT�,ANDINGS�PROCESS�WILL�HAVE�HELPED
THEM�TO�OVERCOME�ANY�INITIAL�DIFFICULTIES�

4HE�AFTERCARE�PERIOD�WILL�ALSO�INCLUDE�A�NUMBER�OF��PREFERABLY�INDEPENDENTLY
CONDUCTED	�POSTOCCUPANCY�SURVEYS��4HE�TYPE��COVERAGE��METHOD�AND�TIMING�OF
THESE�SURVEYS�WILL�DEPEND�ON�WHAT�HAS�BEEN�AGREED�FOR�EACH�PROJECT��7HERE�THE
DESIGN�AND�BUILDING�TEAM�HAS�COMMITTED�TO�UNDERTAKING�AN�OCCUPANT�SURVEY�OR
SURVEYS��AND�FOLLOWINGUP�ON�ANY�PROBLEM�AREAS��THE�BRIEF�SHOULD�INCLUDE
SUGGESTED�SURVEY�TIMINGS��)N�GENERAL�TERMS�

3h 4HE�TIMING�OF�THE�FIRST�OCCUPANT�SURVEY�DEPENDS�ON�THE�PROJECT��)T�IS�BEST�TO
WAIT�UNTIL�OCCUPANTS�HAVE�EXPERIENCED�ONE�FULL�HEATING�AND�COOLING�SEASON�
0HASED�HANDOVER��PHASED�OCCUPATION��OR�ADDITIONAL�FITOUT�WORKS�MAY�ALSO
JUSTIFY�A�DELAY�BEYOND����MONTHS��4HE�3OFT�,ANDINGS�TEAM�NEED�TO�JUDGE
CAREFULLY�THE�POINT�AT�WHICH�SURVEY�RESULTS�ARE�LIKELY�TO�REFLECT�THE�BUILDING�S
STEADY�PATTERN�OF�OPERATION��0ERFORMING�THE�FIRST�SURVEY�TOO�SOON�MAY�MEAN�THE
RESULTS�HAVE�TOO�MANY�CAVEATS�TO�BE�OF�MUCH�VALUE�

3h/CCUPANT�FOCUS�GROUPS�HELD�IN�THE�INITIAL�AFTERCARE�PERIOD�CAN�PROVIDE
VALUABLE�INITIAL�REACTIONS�AND�HELP�TO�TARGET�EARLY�ACTION��(OWEVER��THESE�CAN
ALSO�BE�HELD�PREMATURELY��PARTICULARLY�IF�INITIAL�TEETHING�PROBLEMS�ARE�STILL�FRESH
IN�THE�MEMORY��&OCUS�GROUPS�CAN�ALSO�BE�DOMINATED�BY�A�VOCAL�MINORITY�WHO
SET�THE�AGENDA�ON�BEHALF�OF�THE�OTHERS�WHO�MAY�BE�MORE�MEEK��&OCUS�GROUPS
THEREFORE�NEED�TO�BE�PROPERLY�FACILITATED�AND�THE�RESULTS�USED�WITH�CAUTION�
#OMBINING�FOCUS�GROUPS�WITH�OCCUPANT�QUESTIONNAIRES�CAN�LEAD�TO�SURVEY�FATIGUE��

3h9EAR���IS�THE�BEST�TIME�FOR�A�SECOND�SURVEY�TO�SUMMARISE�THE�OCCUPANTS�
VIEWS�ON�THE�LONG�TERM�PERFORMANCE�OF�THE�BUILDING��)T�ALLOWS�ENOUGH�TIME�FOR
THE�BUILDING�AND�ITS�SYSTEMS�TO�HAVE�SETTLED�DOWN��FOR�FINETUNING�IN�YEAR���TO
HAVE�HAD�AN�EFFECT��AND�FOR�ANY�INITIAL�PROBLEMS�TO�BE�LONG�PAST��

%VERYBODY�INVOLVED�IN�THE�EXTENDED�AFTERCARE�SERVICE�WILL�GAIN�VALUABLE
INFORMATION�AND�INSIGHTS��4HIS�FEEDBACK�WILL�HELP�THE�BUILDING�TO�WORK�BETTER
AND�THE�CLIENT�AND�OCCUPIERS�TO�GET�THE�BEST�OUT�OF�THE�DESIGN��4HE�FEEDBACK
ALSO�PROVIDES�VALUABLE�INTELLIGENCE�THAT�ALL�THOSE�INVOLVED�WILL�TAKE�BACK�TO�THEIR
WORK��THEIR�ORGANISATIONS�AND�THE�INDUSTRY��4HIS�IN�TURN�WILL�HELP�TO�IMPROVE�THE
GOODS�AND�SERVICES�THEY�AND�THE�INDUSTRY�PROVIDE�AND�MAKE�SURE�THAT�THEIR
FUTURE�EFFORTS�ARE�TARGETED�MORE�ACCURATELY�ON�THE�THINGS�WHICH�WILL�REALLY�MAKE
A�DIFFERENCE��

Stage 5: Years 1�3 Extended aftercare and POE

The aftercare service in Years 1 to 3 assumes
that the building continues to be used in
general accordance with its design intent. It
does not anticipate major alterations in
occupancy or space planning. However,
sometimes the owner or occupier may need to
make significant physical changes to all or part
of building, or to its use. 

In the past, owners and occupiers have often
embarked on such changes without
appreciating the adaptability potential that the
designer may have provided and the
constraints that may also exist. The Soft
Landings team's knowledge of both the design
potential and its performance�in�use will help
to inform the occupier's decision�making
processes, and may allow before�and�after
comparisons to be made. 

A readily available, up�to�date, evidence base
will improve insights and outcomes and
sustain a positive relationship with the design
and building team. 

Alterations to the building



The activities below are repeated each year, though at a reducing frequency
(see Appendix A).

Y1. Aftercare review meetings
Once the initial period of intensive aftercare is over, regular meetings should
continue in order to review progress with the user representatives and facilities
management. The frequency of meetings will depend on the project. Intervals
of 3�4 months may be appropriate in Year 1, decreasing to six months in Years
2 and 3.

Y2. Logging environmental and/or energy performance
The facilities manager must take the lead in monitoring energy consumption
and usage. Logging provides the basis for comparison with the energy plan and
will assist fine�tuning of the systems. The frequency will depend on the extent
of sub�me tering and the provision of any energy data�gathering, monitoring
and analysis software running on the building management system.

Y3. Systems and energy review
A written review of overall energy and systems performance is desirable. Six�
month intervals will normally be adequate, though some can be done remotely
and much of the rest combined with activities Y1 and Y4.

Y4. Fine tune systems
Seasonal changes and any particular issues emerging (for example from
environmental and energy monitoring and occupant comments) will dictate
when this needs doing and whether it needs repeating. The facilities
management team and commissioning engineers may need to be involved as
well as the building services contractor.

Y5. Record fine�tuning and usage change
Dependable comparison of actual and forecast performance will be impossible
unless the facilities manager records changes routinely. The O&M manuals and
building logbook will also need updating to reflect alterations to systems and
equipment and any changes to standard control settings and operating schedules.

Y6. Communications
Updates to newsletters and websites will be less frequent, and may cease
before the end of Year 3 if felt appropriate.

Y7. Walkabouts
As in the first weeks of occupation, when on�site members of the design and
building team must not just do technical things and attend meetings. They
must also take the opportunity to walk around the building, make observations
and where possible discuss performance with occupiers, management and
maintenance staff. This provides opportunities for spotting actual or emergent
changes which may go unrecorded, and may otherwise compromise
performance or not make the most of the latent potential in the design.

Y8. Measure environmental, energy and human factors performance 
A key part of the annual end of year review is to compare recorded
performance with the design targets. The performance metrics can be a mix of
scientific data, statistical data, and anecdotal feedback. The most informative
performance feedback may come from occupant stories rather than hard data.
Independently� curated occupant surveys (held not less than 12 months apart)
help to put energy consumption and other scientific data into a human and
operational context.

Y9. End of year review
An annual meeting is required to review the general and environmental
performance of the building. This also allows all parties (client, design and
building team, users and facilities managers) to maintain a positive relationship
and decide any change in focus for the next year. The final review at the end of
Year 3 provides a well� structured wrap�up of lessons learned, and an
opportunity to celebrate success and prospects for future collaboration. 

Several key actions can be combined on one visit.

Monthly reviews of energy performance would be a
minimum, but much more frequent checks will
often be rewarding. For example, logs of half�
hourly electrical consumption can indicate whether
equipment is coming on too early; or being left on
unnecessarily overnight, at weekends, or over
holiday periods. A change in energy use patterns
can also give early warning of equipment failure or
underperformance and permit rapid corrective
action. Such logging can also help to determine the
effects of operating systems differently.
The designers may be able to log consumption
directly via the BMS but this must not replace the
facilities management monitoring responsibility for
routine monitoring and review.  

In order to make meaningful comparisons between
forecast and actual energy use, it will be essential
to understand how control and operation differs
from the assumptions made at the design stage.

Combine walkabouts with other visits as
appropriate. Every three months is a good baseline.
See and be seen.

This activity can be combined closely with Y3
above.

The review at the end of Year 1 can be coordinated
with the defects liability period sign�off, and can
also allow any performance targets for future years
to be re�visited in the light of experience.

SUPPORTING NOTESSTAGE 5 CHECKLIST: YEARS 1�3 EXTENDED AFTERCARE
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4HESE�GENERIC�WORKSHEETS�WERE�DEVELOPED�AS�PART�OF�THE�ORIGINAL�3OFT�,ANDINGS
RESEARCH��AND�HAVE�FORMED�PART�OF�THE�BACKGROUND�TO�WRITING�THIS�&RAMEWORK
DOCUMENT��

4HE�WORKSHEETS�NOW�COVER�ALL�FIVE�STAGES�OF�THE�3OFT�,ANDINGS�PROCESS��!
WORKSHEET�FOR�3TAGE����$ESIGN��NOT�AVAILABLE�FOR�THE�FIRST�EDITION�OF�THE�3OFT
,ANDINGS�&RAMEWORK��WAS�WRITTEN�FOR�"'�������� (OW�TO�0ROCURE�3OFT�,ANDINGS��)T
IS�THEREFORE�NOW�INCLUDED�WITHIN�THIS�EDITION�OF�THE�3OFT�,ANDINGS�&RAMEWORK�

&OR�EACH�ACTIVITY�OUTLINED�IN�THE�&RAMEWORK��CLIENTS��PROJECT�MANAGERS�AND�DESIGN
AND�BUILDING�TEAMS�CAN�USE�THE�WORKSHEETS�TO�HELP�THEM�IDENTIFY�THE�ACTIONS
REQUIRED��WHO�SHOULD�INITIATE�THEM�AND�WHO�NEEDS�TO�PARTICIPATE��4HE
PARTICIPANTS�CAN�THEN�AGREE�HOW�THEY�PROPOSE�TO�CARRY�THEM�OUT��AND�ASSIGN
RESPONSIBILITIES�FOR�DOING�SO��4HE�WORKSHEETS�INCLUDE�NOTES�TO�ASSIST
IMPLEMENTATION�

4EAMS�MAY�WISH�TO�USE�A�SIMILAR�FORMAT�TO�ASSIST�THEIR�PROJECT�MANAGEMENT��BY
RECORDING�WHAT�THEY�HAVE�DECIDED�TO�DO��WHO�IS�RESPONSIBLE��THE�ACTIONS�AGREED�
AND�THE�PROGRAMME�FOR�UNDERTAKING�THEM��4HEY�CAN�ALSO�IDENTIFY�TECHNIQUES�TO
BE�USED��WHO�MAY�NEED�TO�BE�BROUGHT�IN�FOR�SPECIALIST�SUPPORT�OR�ADVICE��WHEN
AND�HOW�POSTOCCUPANCY�SURVEYS�SHOULD�BE�CARRIED�OUT��AND�SO�ON��

$O�NOT�ATTEMPT�TO�USE�THE�GENERIC�WORKSHEETS�EXACTLY�AS�WRITTEN��9OU�WILL�NEED
TO�THINK�HOW�THE�CONCEPTS�SHOULD�BE�APPLIED�TO�SUIT�THE�REQUIREMENTS�OF�YOUR
PARTICULAR�PROJECT��FOR�EXAMPLE�DIFFERENT�FORMS�OF�PROCUREMENT�AND�CONTRACT��4HE
INITIATOR�OF�CERTAIN�TASKS�MAY�ALSO�DIFFER�FROM�PROJECT�TO�PROJECT��AS�MAY�THE
PARTICIPANTS��&OR�EXAMPLE��IF�THE�TEAM�INCLUDES�SPECIALIST�ADVISORS�ON��SAY�
ACOUSTICS�OR�INFORMATION�TECHNOLOGY��THEY�MIGHT�BE�SELECTED�TO�LEAD��OR
OTHERWISE�PARTICIPATE	�IN�CERTAIN�ACTIVITIES��

'O�TO�WWW�SOFTLANDINGS�ORG�UK�FOR�UPTODATE�DOWNLOADS�OF�WORKSHEETS�IN
%XCEL�AND�0$&��TOGETHER�WITH�ADVICE��SUPPORT�AND�GUIDANCE�ON�3OFT�,ANDINGS
TECHNIQUES�AND�APPLICATIONS��4HE�5SABLE�"UILDINGS�4RUST�WEBSITE
WWW�USABLEBUILDINGS�CO�UK�ALSO�CONTAINS�USEFUL�SUPPORTING�MATERIAL��

"32)!�RUNS�A�3OFT�,ANDINGS�5SER�'ROUP�WHOSE�MEMBERS�ARE�DEVELOPING�AND
SHARING�BEST�PRACTICE��&OR�MORE�INFORMATION�GO�TO
WWW�BSRIA�CO�UK�INFORMATIONMEMBERSHIP�EVENTS�NETWORKS�SOFTLANDINGS�

Appendix A: Example worksheets  



Stage 1 worksheet example: Inception and briefing 

Stage  Action Purpose Initiator Participants Scope of duties Notes

B1 Define roles and
Responsibilities

Teams should identify a
Soft Landings Champion
for the full duration of
the project

To review individual roles,
highlight any gaps and clarify
the scope of individual's
responsibilities

Client Design team 
Constructor

The Soft Landings champion
can either attend all
meetings, or nominate
rapporteurs for all Soft
Landings stages

Client: Issue a list that states
clearly the roles and scope of
responsibilities

Roles and limits of responsibility must be clear from the start. If nothing else, this will
highlight any gaps and, possibly, the unsuitability of individuals in their assumed roles.
Titles are less important than an individual�s ability and temperament. While the focus is
often on the supply� side (the design team and constructors), it is equally important that
the roles and responsibilities in the demand�side client team are equally well defined. The
team should involve the project sponsor, Soft Landings Champion, building users
representative, facilities manager, client advisors, and the project manager.

B2 Review past experience To identify past experience
(good and bad) which may
benefit the design and
construction and the soft
landing process

Client and design
team

Design team 
Client
Constructor
User representative
Facilities manager

Agree which issues need to
be taken into account Include feedback for reality checking, quality assurance and awareness of constraints, past

experience and past performance. What has worked before in similar situations? Third
party involvement may be helpful in unearthing this information.

B3 Intermediate evaluation
programme

To ensure stakeholders are
engaged in the process and
that input from key users is
not lost along the way

Design team Design team 
Client
Constructor
User representative
Facilities manager 

Include evaluation and
decision points in design
programme

Intermediate evaluation workshops during the early design stages are very effective in
flushing out misconceptions on all sides. They ensure stakeholders are fully engaged in
the process and that input from key users is obtained and is not lost along the way. In
particular the workshops will help to incrementally fix decisions on the many smaller (but
still important) issues during this stage.

B4 Set environmental
performance targets

Ensures that the actual
performance of key issues is
realised

Client and the
design team

Constructor
User representative
Facilities manager

Agree subjects, target(s) and
appropriate measurement
methods

All targets should be unambiguous, measurable and of some value.

The setting of environmental and energy targets (whether with some financial incentive
or not) raises a number of issues that need consideration:
3hThe design solution must be within the ability of the users to control it 
3 There will be a greater dependency on a good BEMS, effectively used 
3hCommon sense must be applied to averaging out expectations. 

Ideally, the processes of target setting, prediction and measurement should be able to
identify the roles of client requirements, design solutions and user and management
behaviour in achieving the desired outcomes.

The level of expertise within the client body to maintain and control the internal
environment needs clarification at the start of the early design stage, so that design for
managability can be realistically undertaken. The individuals who will take over the
installed systems must be involved.

B5 Sign�off gateways,
including reality checks

Creates the structure for fixing
decisions

Client and user
representative

Client
User representative
Design team 
Constructor
Independent reviewer(s)

Agree decision makers and
criteria for sign�offs

Sign�off gateways create the structure for fixing decisions. The following questions should
be addressed at each gateway: Is the strategic brief being met? Are intermediate
evaluation decisions incorporated? Have risks been assessed and are they acceptable? Is it
still what is wanted? Are targets likely to be met? Are we ready to move on to the next
stage?

B6 Incentives including
independent occupant
surveys

Incentivises both the demand
and supply sides of team

Client Design team 
Constructor

Decide form of incentive.
Agree targets and define
measurement criteria

An independent occupant survey provider should be appointed early, based on a proven,
robust survey methodology, and the ability to benchmark the results against a relevant
dataset.  
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Stage  Action Purpose Initiator Participants Scope of duties Notes

D1 Continue building
revisits for specific
design options, and use
the findings to inform
design decisions

To refine the design in the
light of information from
feedback of other relevant
projects and/or properties
owned by the client

Client Client 
Design team 
Facilities/premises managers
Maintenance personnel 
Constructor (where appointed) 
End�user representative(s)

Building revisits, talks
between property managers
and maintainers and the
design team. Checklists
created of both well�
functioning and dysfunctional
systems, and occupant
experiences. Tie�in  findings
with project reality� checking
procedures

Building revisits can generate checklists of technical and non�technical watch points.The
checklists can be used to refine the client requirements, to inform the design brief, and to
provide insights for reality� checking meetings throughout the construction process. 

It is vital to engage with facilities and maintenance people. They can be very insightful about
construction details, items of plant, commissioning, and end�user experiences. Some effort
may be required to persuade them to take part in discussions as they may not be used to it. 

Issues should be recorded in such an way that the feedback doesn't get forgotten as the
design develops. An operational risk register may be a useful working document, particularly
for those joining the project later.

D2 Review design for
buildability,
commssionability and
maintainability

To ensure that the design
concepts can be built,
commissioned and operated
successfully

Constructor Client 
Constructor 
Design team 
Project manager 
Key sub�contractors (or proxies) 
Cost consultant 
Facilities manager
Commissioning manager
Maintenance personnel 
End�user representative(s)

Identify key sub�contractors to
attend pre� contract, or find
proxies. Tie� in outputs with
project reality� checking
procedures

The review process may be a single meeting or a series of meetings. If time and budget only
allows for one review meeting, its timing will be crucial. It will be of little value if the
meeting occurs before the main contractor, M&E contractor and commissioning manager have
been appointed. 

Deliberations and decisions should be related to the cost plan, and any cost implications
discussed with the client and cost consultant. The in�use performance implications should be
made clear, agreed by all, approved by the client, and recorded in the project documentation.

D3 Review design for
usability and
manageabliity

To review the design from the
perspective of those who will
control and manage the
building after handover, and to
identify how the
environmental control needs of
end�us ers will be met

Lead designer
or constructor

Client 
Constructor 
Design team 
Project manager 
Facilities/premises managers
Maintenance personnel 
Controls specialist (or proxy)
Cmmissioning manager 
M&E contractor

Identify gaps in knowledge
and spot specific risks for
building management and
end�u sers. Determine the
end�user control systems. 
Tie�in  findinqs with reality�
checking (see D4)

The review process may be a single meeting or a series of meetings. A workshop can still be
useful even where time and budget restrictions only allow for one review meeting, but
expectations will need to be realistic. 

Controls usually play a significant role in usability and manageability. Where the controls
company has not been appointed, efforts should be made to find a proxy. Many controls
companies will be jump at the chance to give pre� contract advice.

D4 Undertake the reality�
checking process started
in the Briefing stage
worksheet and import
the outcomes from B1,
B2 and B3.

Chose a reality� checking
process and reality� check
selected elements (see notes)

Project
manager

Client 
Project manager
Design team 
Selected sub�contractors or
proxies 
End�user representative(s)

Duties in line with the BSRIA
process BG 27/2011
Pitstopping. Create RASCI*
charts, or simliar

BSRIA BG 27/2011 Pitstopping describes a process for reality� checking, the process whereby
the project team gives specific elements closer attention during design, construction and
installation. Outputs from reality� checking should inform the activities for the pre�handover,
handover and aftercare stages. 

It is important to create the right conditions for reality� checking. The required honesty,
openness, and critical analysis by attendees won't come easy. People will buy into it if the
first meeting is a success.

D5 Revisit and update early
performance targets

To ensure that targets remain
realistic and appropriate

Lead designer
or constructor

Client 
Project manager 
Constructor 
M&E contractor 
Design team 
Facilities manager 
BREEAM/Ska adviser (optional)

Identify and describe the
performance targets, such as
energy, environmental, social
and other performance targets
(such as water and embodied
energy). Review, and
communicate to all relevant
parties

By their nature, early energy targets generated for planning compliance are simplistic and do
not require designers to break down energy consumption by end�use. Soft Landings requires
the project team to develop more detailed models of the building's energy and environmental
performance, including unregulated (plug�i n) power loads and hours of operation. Early
modelling will use notional values, but these can be progressively refined during later Soft
Landings stages. The team should use tools that can be understood by facilities managers
(such as Excel charts). Facilities teams should inherit the spreadsheets after handover. They
should be updated over time, and used to inform formal post�occupancy evaluations.

D6
(D3 on 

page 19)

Incorporate Soft
Landings requirements
in tender documents,
and evaluate tender
responses and results
from interviews

To ensure that contract
requirements are worded to
reflect outputs from reviews

Project
manager

Client 
Project manager 
Lead designer 
Constructor 
M&E contractor

Create contract documents,
review and sign�off in
accordance with design
review and reality� checking
findings. Review tender
responses against
requirements

The review and reality� checking decisions need to find their way into sub�contract tender
documents, which should be evaluated by the designers before going out to tender.  A
process also needs to be set up to review the tender submissions and results from tender
interviews. Some sub�contracts will be more important than others. The increasing
preponderance of specialist sub�contracts that include bespoke controls systems will need
extra attention to ensure the vendors' systems will satisfy the requirements.

D7 Iterate between stages D1 to D4 during the design process as required. The sequence, number of iterations and participants will depend on the
procurement route 

Stage 2 worksheet example: Design

*RASCI. A simple matrix for those in a team who need to be either held Responsible, Accountable, Supported, Consulted or Informed about a particular topic.
Window motors, for example, require people to specify, install, commission and witness their testing.
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Stage  Action Purpose Initiator Participants Scope of duties Notes

P1
Environmental and
energy logging
review

To clarify responsibilities and the scope
of energy logging and review

Facilities management Design team
Constructor

Review and agree routine for future logging.
Integrate with the requirements of the Building
Logbook 

The energy and environmental plan and the targets set earlier
will influence logging demand. Soft transfer of data will help
reduce visits by the design team

P2 Building readiness
programme

To ensure coordination to site activities,
and witnessing by the designer and/or
client representative

Constructor Design team, Client, 
Constructor, User
representative,
Facilities manager

Provide updated sub�p rogramme in good time
ahead of any commissioning start

Essential if the building readiness team are to be effective.
Static commissioning (such as inspections, airtightness
checking, and window operation) should be included

P3 Commissioning
records check

To verify adequacy of records Facilities manager Design team, Constructor
Facilities manager 

Include evaluation and decision points in design
programme

Include energy performance checks

P4 Building services
maintenance
contract

To ensure there are no gaps in support,
post�handover

Facilities manager Design team 
Constructor
Facilities manager 

Agree subjects, target(s) and appropriate
measurement methods

Important in helping to avoid confusion of roles and
responsibilities post�handover

P5 Training
programme

To ensure adequately trained operation
and maintenance staff are in place, pre�
handover

Facilities manager Facilities manager
Building services
maintenance contractor

Agree decision makers and criteria for sign�offs As P4. Designers also need to be open to the views of
operational staff

P6 BMS interface
demonstration

To demonstrate operation and fine�
tuning of systems

Design team Design team, Constructor
User representative
Facilities manager
Building services
maintenance contractor

Decide form of incentive.  Agree targets and
define measurement criteria

As P4. Operational staff also need to be involved in interface
development, specification and review where possible

P7 Migration planning To coordinate move�in  with site
continuing activities

User representative
Facilites manager

Design team 
Constructor

Set up meetings It�s important that the design team and constructor are not left
out of the loop during user logistics planning

P8 Aftercare team
home

To provide visible and accessible home for
the aftercare team during the initial post�
handover phase

User representative
Facilites manager

Design team 
Constructor

Arrange suitable workplace with datacoms links Essential if the aftercare team is to be effective

P9 Compile building
users guide

To help building users to better
understand and operate the building
efficiently in the manner envisaged by
the design team

Design team Client
User representative

Compile guide in book form. Content to include
information on local hvac and lighting controls,
energy and water efficient features, security and
access, furniture, space use, cycle storage, and the
principles of design and operation.

The guide should be written clearly and avoid overuse of
technical jargon. Illustrations aid comprehension. The guide
should be made available in hard and electronic formats.
Consult the facilities team and building users on content. File a
copy in the O&M records. Be prepared for revisions after
operational fine�tuning

P10 Technical guidance To smooth transitions to local operation
by the client�s facilities management
team

Design team Facilities management
specialists

Provide a building operations technical guide.
Relate to the Building Logbook. Liaise with the
facilities manager over content

Copy filed in the O&M records and/or the building logbook

P11 O&M manual review To check content of the O&M Manuals Facilities manager Verify content and sign off Should be coordinated with P4, P5, P9 and P10

Stage 3 worksheet example: Pre�handover 
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Stage 4 worksheet example: Initial aftercare 

Stage  Action Purpose Initiator Participants Scope of duties Notes

A1 Resident on�site attendance Spot, respond to, and help to deal
with emerging issues

Design team
Constructor

Design team
Constructor

Team members resident in the building for (n)
days per week

The number of days per week will depend on the size
and complexity of the building. Team members should
have good people, practical capability and continuity with
the project

A2 Provide workplace and
datacomms links

To give resident team members a
visible home within the new
building

User or client
representative

User representative, client
representative

Set up and make available prior to actual
handover

See pre�hadover actions. The workplace must be
available from the first day of occupation

A3 Building use guidance To introduce users to how their
building operates, and the use of
local controls. This stage is useful
for obtaining feedback

Design team
Constructor

Typical user groups Participate in (n) focus groups of building users to
present key information. Introduce the building
user guide and discuss views and queries

Anticipate at least two meetings. See pre�handover
actions. Mention the helpline and/or newsletter

A4 Technical guidance To smooth transition to local
operation by the client�s facilities
management team

Design team
Constructor

Building faciliies
management
representatives

Participate in (n) meetings with the facilities
management representatives to introduce content
of the technical guidance, and explain systems
and discuss views

Anticipate two meetings. Ideally, this should have already
happened during the pre�handover stage

A5 Helpline/newsletter To encourage local feedback and
communicate status of issues

Design team
User representative

Building operator and user
representatives. Constructor

The design team to set up a simple bulletin
board, possibly linked to the client�s intranet, for
e�mail dialogue and posting of information
updates. The user representative should aim to
update the website or newletters fortnightly and
to moderate user comments

Keep this simple, not too technical and easy to update.
It�s best if the newsletter or helpline is available
electronically 

A6 Walkabouts To spot energing issues and
observe occupation usage

Design team
Constructor

If required: the users, the
maintenance team, and the
commissioning engineers

Roam building informally on a regular basis.
Make spot checks with instruments if necessary

Combine with other visits as appropriate. See and be
seen
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Stage 5 worksheet example: Extended aftercare Years 1�3 

Stage  Action Purpose Initiator Participants Scope of duties Notes

Y1 Aftercare review
meetings

Review progress Design team
Constructor

Design team
Constructor
Client representative 
User representative

Participate on on�site meetings Four to six meetings in the 10 months following weeks 1�8 should be
adequate

Y2 Log and review
energy use

To provide the basis for comparison with the
energy plan and to assist fine�tuning of
systems

Facilities
representative

Design team Facilities representative to monitor and
forward�r ead every (n) weeks. Design
team member to review readings
every (n) weeks

The frequency will depend on the extent of sub�m etering and the
quality of the BMS links. Monthly readings should be a minimum. the
design may be able to log consumption directly via the bms, but this
must not replace the facilities manager�s monitoring

Y3 Systems and energy
review

To monitor overall enery usage and systems Design team
Facilities
representative

Design team
Facilities representative
Client representative 
User representative
Maintenance team

Participate in review meeting every (n)
weeks

Six�monthly is suggested. This activity may need to be more
frequent, though some can be done remotely and much of the rest
absorbed into stages Y1 and Y4

Y4 Fine�tune systems To adjust systems for seasonal change and
any emergent usage patterns

Facilities manager Design team 
Constructor
Facilities representative 

Carry out fine�tuning at month(s) The frequency will depend on seasonal timing and any particular
emergent issues. The maintenance team and commissioning
engineers may sometimes need to be involved

Y5 Record fine�tuning and
changes of use

To help progressive changes Facilities manager Design team 
Constructor
Facilities representative 

Record changes to systems in the
building logbook and add to the O&M
Manuals

Essential for accurate comparison of forecast energy use

Y6 Helpline/newsletter To encourage local feedback and
communicate status of issues

Design team Facilities and user
representatives

Update every (n) weeks A monthly update should be adequate

Y7 Walkabouts To spot emerging issues and observe
occupation usage

Design team Constructor Roam building informally on a regular
basis

Every two months is a good baseline; combine with other visits as
appropriate. See and be seen

Y8 Measure environmental
and/or energy
performance

To compare actual against forecast targets Design team
Constructor

Measure performance to agreed
programme

Use to inform the end of Year 1 review meeting agenda

Y9 End of year review To review overall building performance Design team
Constructor

Design team
Constructor
User representative
Facilities representative
Client representative  

Participate in annual meeting Coordinate with the end of defects liability sign�off. This is also the
opportunity to decide any change of focus for the coming year
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Soft Landings:

Provides a unified vehicle for engaging with outcomes throughout the process of briefing, design and
delivery. It dovetails with energy performance certification, building logbooks, green leases, and corporate
social responsibility.

It can run alongside any procurement process.  It helps design and building teams to appreciate how
buildings are used, managed and maintained.

It provides the best opportunity for producing low-carbon buildings that meet their design targets. It
includes fine-tuning in the early days of occupation and provides a natural route for post-occupancy
evaluation.

It costs very little, well within the margin of competitive bids.  During design and construction, Soft
Landings helps performance-related activities to be carried out more systematically. There is some extra
work during the three-year aftercare period, but the costs are modest in relation to the value added to the
client’s building.

Most of all, Soft Landings creates virtuous circles for all and offers the best hope for truly integrated, robust
and sustainable design.

Soft Landings   why bother?


